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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

At the present ti;.;e Northron Frye is one of the most 

prominent and most controversial figures in the field of lit-

erary criticism. He is generally pointed to as the leader in 

contemporary myth criticism—or archetypal criticism, as the 

area is sometimes called, a diverse grouping of all those stud-

ies of literature in terms of ancient or primitive myths that 

are reused in it plus those studies which bring in depth psy-

chology and examine literature as recreations of basic human 

"archetypal" mental configurations. Although Frye is also 

the author of Fearful Symmetry (19^7), an influential study 

of William Blake as an original mythopoeic poet, Frye's cur-

rent eminent status as a literary critic is largely the re-

sult of his volume Anatomy of Criticism: Four Essays (1957), 

a work which David Daiches calls "brilliant and highly in-

fluential,"'' adding that it "already shows signs of becom-

ing something of a bible to the new generation of critics 

concerned with myth and symbol."2 In his article "The Cur-

rent Revolt against the New Criticism," published only two 

''David Daiches. English Literature (Englewood Cliffs, 
N. J., 1961;-), p. 128. " ' 

2Ibid. 



years after OL Hyatt H. Waggoner gives 

Fry® a similar position of leadership among myth critics^ 

and even predicts more acclaim and support for the Canadian# 

• . • I confess I find myself more interested than 
convinced• But a great many people are already con-
vinced t and others, I predict, will be, when they have 
had time to master this difficult, forBidding, and 
impressive book,4" 

As his personal reservation Indicates, Waggoner is hardly 

a Frye "disciple*; but he shows that even those who do not 

support Frye also do not deny his prominence. Critics who 

are much more openly averse to Fry© than Hyatt Waggoner acknow-

ledge i m M t m &£ Crltlcismy as is evident in an article by 

w* WJjnsattf Jr., in Criticism. 

• » • this book stands at the summit of mythopoeic 
criticism to date [1962] . It is a book which may well 
have advanced or precipitated the climax of mytho-
poeism in English criticism by several decades, and 
thus it may have done us a considerable service*? 

Although one can almost believe from the context that the 

"service" this critic suggests from Frye's work is that of 

hastening the decline of mythopoeic criticism by hastening 

its climax as a movement, Wlmsatt does not deny the volume's 

importance. Even Rene Wellek, who in an article in gaw»qi»ft 

fetef. goes on to castigate Frye for inconsistency, acknow-

ledges AaaW&Y fi£ Criticism by indicating that it is "a work 

3Hyatt H, Waggoner, "The Current Revolt against the Hew 
Criticism," Criticism. I (Summer, 1959), 218, 

kM&> 

-William K, Wimsatt, Jr,, "Horses of Wrathj Recent 
Critical Lessons," Mjg&gs £& Criticism,. XII (January, 1962), 7. 



of literary theory* which has been, praised as the greatest 
£ 

book of criticism since Matthew Arnold."0 Wellek notices 

the ranking, even if he does not subscribe to it. As the 

generally—though not universally—-accepted leader of myth 

critics| Northrop Frye and his theories demand attention. 

The amount of attention that Frye merits is increased 

by the ascendant position of myth criticism in contemporary 

American critical work# David Daiches in English Literature 

(196k) speaks of the attention to myth and symbol as having 
7 

"reached enormous proportions in contemporary America•" 

Again, Hyatt Waggoner notes a similar situation and appears 

to expect the emphasis on psychological—hence mythological' 
element, in literature to continue to grow# 

It seems to me Ironic that just as some psychologists 
are beginning to suspect that "mere chemistry" and 
not Freudian complexes lies at the root of our per-
sonality and our thinking, the rest of us who are not 
psychologists are beginning to think in terms determi-
natively colored by Freudian and Junglan concepts*5 

This is the same direction predicted for American literary 

criticism by Norman II* Holland, professor of Shakespeare at 
Q 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. As leader in his 

field, Northrop Frye is important; but as leader in a field 

'%en« Wellek, " Literary Theory, Criticism, and History," 
.§«gy,8». Saxisatt w i l l (Winter, 1960), K 

^Daiches, p. 126. ^Waggoner, p. 217* 

^Norman H* Holland. "The Next New Criticism." Nation, 
CXC11 (April 22, 1961), 3^1 • 



which is having a great and possibly growing impact on all 

of literary criticism, he is even more important. 

The reasonableness of studying Northrop Frye in terras 

of hin employment of the psychological thought of Carl G« 

Jung begins to appear when one understands that the field of 

myth criticism, especially in its archetypal form, is almost 

invariably connected with the work of Jung, often as an un-

stated assumption. In StiMSiia* A SJaflEfc. 11,6,fyXX 

(19575* the authors mention Freud and Jung, who "in general 

are regarded as having furnished positive and specific di-

rectives"^ for the psychological and mythical approach to 

literature« Similarly, Rene Wellek in his Concepts off 

Critic!-a (1963) treats of myth as being, among other things, 

nthe central term for a type of criticism which has its 

antecedents in Nietzsche, Frazer, the Cambridge Greek schol-

ars, and In Carl Jung."^ Actually, although Freud and Jung 

are often mentioned together as the bases of psychology 

incorporated into literary criticism,^ it is to Jung 

that those critics are considered to be related who rely on 

a kind of comparative-mythology approach to literature or 

vho consider literature as a manifestation of the internal 

I ©William K, Wimsatt, Jr., and Cieanth Brooks, Literary 
A EUMrn Clew York, 1957>» P* 709. 

II Rene Wellek, Concepts $£ Criticism (New Ilaven, 1963), 
P. 335* 

19 
Waggoner, p» 222# 



psychic symbols and quests of the human mind, as Walter Sutton 

explains in Modern tomX&m 

But myth and archetype critics ar® for the most 
part followers of Jung and share M s mystical and, 
religious inclinations, while critics attracted to 
Freud more often think of themselves as scientifically 
or historically oriented.'3 

With Jung generally supposed to be the basic authority for 

myth and archetypal critics, the connection between Jung and 

Prye is significant, Wimsatt and Brooks surely are not 

merely stating personal opinion when they assert in their 

M t M i S i I Steffife ffiaJtogt "Recent fmyth# critic 

cis®, as previous allusions in this chapter indicate, owes 

more to Carl Jung than to any other man."^ If contemporary 

myth criticism owes more to Jung than to anyone else, then 

there seems to be Justification for studying to ascertain how 

much Northrop Fry© as generally acknowledged leader in the 

field has drawn from Jung* 

Actually, the relationship between Pry© and Jung need 

not be merely Inferred. It has been asserted clearly and 

repeatedly by critics and reviewers• David Daiches makes 

the connection while referring to Frye*3 study of Blake in 

Fearful Symmetry,. Frye's first book#1 ̂  In Literary Crit-jcisai 

A Short Historyf written before Anatomy M SzXMolm appeared, 

13Walter Sutton, M | B (Englewood 
Cliffs, H, J., 1963), p. 176. 

^Hftmsatt and Brooks, p. 176 ^Daiches, p. 8*f. 
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Wimsatt and Brooks footnote Prye's use of the word "archetypa* 

In this ways 

"Archetype," borrowed from Jung, means a primordial 
imagei a part of the collective unconscious, the psychic 
residue of numberless experiences of the same kind, 
and thus part of the inherited response-pattern of the 
race *' ® 

Even the wording of the definition assumes a direct indebt-

edness of Frye to Jung for the concept, which is explained 

almost in Jung's own words• No leas direct an association 

is indicated by Bene Wellek when he asserts about Anatomy 

SL SjIJAUSI in his &£ SxMlVlm, (1963)| "In prac-

tice Frye devises an enormously intricate scheme of modes, 

symbols, aythSf and genres for which, however, the Jungian 

archetype is the basic as sumption." "*7 In a slight slackening 

of the intellectual bond, one reviewer of Anatomy mentions 

other sources for Frye's archetypes# 

When Frye speaks of myths he insists on the need of 
"archetypal criticism," which seems to be a composite 
of the psychological approach of Jung, the anthropo-
logical approach.of Frazer, and the literary approach 
of T, S. Eliot J 8 

Obviously not everyone agrees that to be Fryean is to be 

basically and predominantly Jungian. 

What needs to be determined, then, is the extent o* 

Frye1s use of Jung's psychology in arriving at his own con-

troversial theories about archetypal literary criticism. 

"l̂ Wlmsatt and Brooks, p. 70% ^TWellek, ConceptsT p. 337« 

1%felvin J. Friedman, "Books in English," Books. Abroad-
XXXIX (Autumn, 1958), 



The study east necessarily enphasise those borrowings or 

adaptations that Fry* acknowledges• While it can call atten~ 

tion to those parts of ?tjw*§ theories that seem to reflect 

Jnngian influence, it cannot do mom than suggest such links* 

An effective handling of tho topic ciust then begin with th® 

rudiments of Jung's hypotheses about archetypal psychology* 

The next stop is to exaasine the raajor works of Northrop Frye, 

from. his first book, SxagftteK <19**7), through M s 

f m o m j m & m i M. .fil&ttffitoro (1957), to the *,ost recent of 

his volutes, A latur^l fterapectlva (1965), in an attempt to 

ascertain the role of Jung's psychology in the developing 

critical theories of Frye* 

Though Carl Jung was not the first to speak of archetypes 

and certainly is ©t presently considered an exclusive source 

for the concept| either in terms of images or myths, his work 

on the psychology of the unconscious, and the archetypes that 

he has hypothesised therein, is still dominant* Froct the pub* 

lication of £ & jforaholagy. si naftoattBiQMi In 1912 until 

his death in 1962, Jung oha&pioned the importance of the inner 

man, of the unconscious part of the mind. As Jung himself de-

clared, 

What we need is the developaent of the inner spir-
itual aaan, the unique Individual whose treasure is 
hidden on the o m side in the r.yabols of our Mytho-
logical tradition and on the other side in man1# 
unconscious psyche#'" 

19Carl G, Jung, "A Cora^mication," Hew JRemiMJLc. CXXXXI 
(February 21, 1955), 31. 
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lot only was i» a most consistent exponent of this intro-

spective approach to li*rlr*g5 bat accosting to ~l$ms 

Itellglcm and the. Cure of Soula. in Jong's jfovcfaalflgy Jang was 

also % • * perhaps the first to set out to build a theory 

of the soul that takes account not only of "professional 

psychology* but also of religion, mythology# alchossy, art, 

and literature."®® j Such colleagues and students as Joseph 

&• Henderson, Ajiiela Joffe, Jolanda Jacob!, and Caroly Kerenyi 

continue Jung's methods and ideas admittedly5 but also for 

aost other workers in the field of r:*cĥ typal ayths em! 

symbols Jung is generally assumed to m the forerunner, even 

if often specifically unaalaiowl«dged. 2ven when unaakncw«» 

lodged, Jung's concepts of the unconscious aind and its 

archetypes s *e for the iuost part distinctive enough to be 

recognizable vhon others x>rrov the&t as ?ry« is alleged to 

have dorve* 

Although i&any writings by Jung begin with brief summaries 

of his hypotheses concerning the nature of the human uncon-

scious, none of thesa are sufficiently clear or concise, 

taken singly, to provide tbs reader vith a full and lsam»~ 

dlate understanding of the concepts# Representative in 

general is this statement of thesis drawn fro© Jung's 

adA Jte ,g„fiI3,&s,tt,a 

Claris Scfaaer. Religion and the Car*. of Boala in Jung's 
>logyf translated by H. F,C# Hull (New York, T950), p» 27* 
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, . . In addition to our immediate consciousness, which 
is of a thoroughly personal nature and which we believe 
to be the only empirical psyeke (even if we tack on the 
personal unconscious as an appendix), there exists a sec-
ond psychic system of a collective, universal, and im-
personal nature which is identical in all individuals. 
The collective unconscious does not develop individually 
'out is inherited. It consists of are-existent forms, 
^he archetypes, vhich onn only become conscious second-
arily and which give definite form to certain psychic 
contents.2• 

The statement quoted does make clear that the collective un-

conscious is separate from one1s conscious nind, is heredi-

tary for all human beings, and is the repository for arche-

types which have an ordering function for that segment of 

the mind. Though the summary night be adequate for one who 

already Irnows the psychologists ideas, it leaves the less 

informed person struggling with such terms "psychic," ' 

"personal unconscious,0 and "pre-existent .forns," not to 

mention "collective unconscious" and "archetypes" themselves# 

It soon becomes clear that to deal adequately with the parts 

of Jung's psychological concepts, a person most have soiae 

Idea of the whole. 

The basis of Jung1s thinking, of course, is his under-

standing of the way the human psyche operates. Even at 

this fundaments! level, however, he stresses, 

Our psyche is a part of nature, and it:.- enigma 
is as limitless, Thus we cannot define either the 
psyche or nature. We can merely state what we believe 

^Carl (h Jung- T&g, archetypes qnft the Collective 
Unconscious, translated by R. F. C, HullVVol. IX of Tfta 
Collected Works q£ C. £. Jung. 16 vols. (Hew York, 1959), *+3* 
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then to be. end describe. as best vre c m , how they 
. 2d function.' 

Jung disclaimed both the absoluteness of his knowledge and 

the development of his ideas into a "system." ̂ 3 He waited 

for others to verify what he had suggested and to supplement 

his findings before attempting tc propound a structure of the 

mind, Nevertheless, M s ideas form a fairly clear functional 

diagram of the human mentality. 

For Jung the human mind is an entity, the psycho, to 

be dealt with as a unit having two general factors s the 

conscious and the unconscious* Airthermore, the psyche is 

real and its activity is real, its events being just as im-

portant to the human being vs the events of the external 

world. Hans Schaer expresses the point accurately. 

. . . what he does maintain is that the psychic is 
rer.lity, .!•£.• is real (actual) because it acts. The 
reality of it is no whit inferior to that ox the . 

physical in significance, intensity, and extent#2^* 

This psychic reality Jung extends equally to the conscious and 

unconscious functionings of the mind, oven to the idea that 

psychic nctivity can occur without external or sensory stim-

ulus but that physical activity cannot be experienced without 

simultaneous psychic processes*^ 

*:2Carl G. Jung, "Approaching the Unconscioust"Man and 
his Symbols, edited by C, G, Jung (Garden City, N. Y., 1964-), 
p. 23. 

^jolairle Jacob'!.. The Psychology of Jung, translated 
by K. Bash (New Haven, 1W3), p» v. 

^Ibid,., p. 23. 2^Xbid.. p. Ph. 
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The other principal postulate that Jung makes about the 

psyche as a whole Is that it operates on the basis of opposites 

and functions as a self-regulating entity.^ the unconscious 

constantly attempts to compensate for the actions and develop-

ment of the conscious mind by developing the opposite elements 

to an equal degree, thus working toward equilibrium# 

A direct outgrowth of its compensatory nature, the 

actual functioning of the psyche is described by Jung in 

terms of libidof or psychic energy, which he suggests by 

analogy with the physicists1 hypothesis of physical energy. 

Jung's conception of the psyche is dynamic| he 
thinks of it as an activity or an energy, otherwise 
termed a psychic libido. Such energy arises from the 
polarity of opposites. of which Jung gives several 
examplest extravert-lntrovert, love and hate, good 
and evil, aniiua-animus, persona-shadow, and more funda-
mentally, conscious-unconscious. There can be, he says, 
no energy without a pre-existing polarity. Psychic 
energy exists because of a tension between opposites . • • <r< 

This quotation from an article by Ralph Demos in Review 

Matanhvsics expresses clearly the relation of psychic energy 

to psychic opposites, but it also shews some common dis-

tortions. The psyche is not purely psychic energy or libido, -

but is merely measured or described in terms of that. The 

polarities listed are also misleading, for Jung avoids and 

usually transcends the question of good and evil as meaningless 

except in the conscious mind} and love and hate are elements, 

26Anthony Storr, nC. G. Jung," gfihfltefct X**1 

(Summer, 1962), *f00. 

^Raphael Demos, "Jung's Thought and Influence," Beffiew. 
IX (September, 1955), 77 • 
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Bot alvrys proninent on«-s, Art the r.ore functional or>rvositions 

named in Demos* other examples. libido is the result of 

nsychic tensions and is not to be confused with willT which 

Jung descries as purposive libido and which is solely a. raani-

Testation, of the conscious rind.<;o The function of libido is 

rather clearly stated oy Hens Schaer, a pupil of «Tung» 

In normal circumstances libido is bound uo with our 
interests and attention, hence with the sphere of 
consciousness. It enn, however, fall into the un-
conscious and so energize the unconscious functions 
that little of it is left over for consciousness• ° 

Vhen the unconscious is thus activated5 it c?n take over 

temporarily the governing of behavior and nroduce strange5 

uncharacteristic behavior that in its «?xtren® forms is 

called possession. 

With an anderstandinp of June's general hypotheses about 

nsyche and libido, the inquirer still needs information about 

Jung's visualization of the form and arrangement of the 

conscious and unconscious nortions of the psyche before he 

is prepared to study the unconscious and its archetypes. For 

Junj* the conscious is .not identical with the p s y c h e T h e 

consciousness is only part of the psyche and includes only 

those functions which nan directly recognizes and to a large 

extent controls. Kormlly consciousness centers around the 

personal ego, which Jung defines carefully in his Axon. 

Schaer, p. 2.o, 29lMd, 

Man and Symbols« p. 23. 
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We understand the ego as the complex factor to which 
all conscious contents are related* It forms, as it 
were, the c- nter of the field of consciousness! and, 
in so far as this comprises the empirical personality, 
the ego is the subject of all pergonal acts of con-
sciousness *31 

Man's conscious mind is ego-oriented and, ©specially in the 

Western world, distrusts and attempts to avoid all contact 

•with the actions of the unconscious, which seems dark and 

unknown,32 The conscious mind, however, is still relatively 

unstable and can be easily overwhelmed through external ap-

peals to irrational emotions or through the emergence of 

powerful drives from the unconscious# And even as the 

conscious mind attempts to isolate itself and develop its 

rational control of itself and its environment, Jung sug-

gests that the compensating nature of the psyche is causing 

the unconscious mind to develop equally strong counter^traits» 

I use the term .enantlodromi^ to describe the 
emergence of the unconscious opposite, with particular 
relation to its chronological sequence. This character** 
Istic phenomenon occurs almost universally wherever an 
extreme, one-sided tendency dominates the conscious 
life I for this Involves the gradual development of an 
equally strong, unconscious counterposition, which 
first becomes manifest in an inhibition conscious 
activities, and subsequently leads to an interruption 
of conscious direction,33 

In other words> if ignored too long, the unconscious will 

overwhelm the conscious mind to restore equilibrium at least 

Godwin 

32Jung, Maa s M p. 31. 

,, translated by fi, 



temporarily and thus reduce the extreme psychic tension* 

However, Jung also believes that when such tensions become 

strong, dreams are produced to subtly communicate the nature 

of the developing problem and its compensation to the con-

scious mind.3^ In Maa & & EXa. the psychologist 

expresses the concept this vayt 

In this respect, dream symbols are the essential mes-
sage carriers from the instinctive to the rational 
parts of the human mind, and their interpretation 
enriches the poverty of consciousness so"that it 
learns to understand again the forgotten language 
of the instincts*35 

Naturally enough, .Tung's study of dreams then led M M into a 

study of their source and their process of manifestation in 

the unconscious portions of the psyche* 

As a result of his researches into the nature of the 

unconscious, Jung postulates two basic ideas# First, the 

unconscious operates independently of the conscious mind 

but can and does influence conscious behavior. Second, 

the unconscious has two layers or parts t the personal 

unconscious, which corresponds to what Freud called the 

subconsciousj and a deeper level, the impersonal unconscious, 

or collective unconscious, as it is more frequently named. 

Of course, the use of spatial metaphors like aboveT belawy 

deepert and within is misleading, for Jung nowhere even hints 

at trying to find physical locations for these different 

^ Jung, JJaa aa& SymbolsT p. 50. 

35Ifcli.i p. 52. 
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activities in the brain. His ares of interest is the psychical, 

not the physical. Nevertheless, if used properly, spatial 

terms help keep the different functions clear. The follow-

ing example from Hans Schaer's book on Jung uses such words 

In relating the personal unconscious to the conscious ego. 

A part of the personality, however, Is not coordinated 
with this ego and not conscious; hence the soul extends 
into the unconscious. Consciousness is, figuratively 
speakingj only the tip of a cone whose base goes deep 
down into the unconscious reolcij and this personal 
unconscious which lies comparatively close to the ego 
passes over Into psychic territory that is no longer 
accessible to the individual.-3® 

This part of the unconscious contains all the personal mem-

ories that the conscious idnd has not retained, as well as 

all the stimuli known as subliminal, which the conscious 

mind never even noticed. Here, too, are those memories that 

are ignored because they are unpleasant; that is, they are 

repressed from consciousness. Jung suggests that these un-

conscious images, impressions, and memories continue to in-

fluence conscious behavior without being a c k n o w l e d g e d , 3 7 in 

the unconscious mind thinking occurs conceptually, using 

images richer, more Imaginative, and more dramatic than the 

conscious mind can even apprehend, let alone e x p r e s s * ^ 8 Jung 

even believes that the conscious mind is a relatively recent 

development of and from the unconscious. Ralph Demos 

36schaer, p. 31. 

37jung5 Man and Symbolst p , 50. 

3%>©aos, pp. 81-82, 
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summarizes the points "In the order of evolution, the uncon-

scious precedes the conscious; the conscious mind has de-

veloped from the prior unconscious mind, just as mind in 

general has evolved from life ,"39 And the chronological se-

quence can be explored further to define the collective 

unconscious as existing before the personal unconscious. 

The distinction between the two portions of the unconscious 

is one that Jung makes carefully and frequently, as in this 

section from his £&§, I M M & 

While the personal unconscious is made up essentially 
of contents which have at one time been conscious but 
which have disappeared from consciousness through hav-
ing been forgotten or repressed, the contents of the 
collective unconscious have never been in consciousness, 
and therefore have never been individually axiauired, but 
owe their existence exclusively to heredity,1*0 

This concept of the collective unconscious was the primary 

cause of Jung*s departure from Freud, who denied its exist-

ence, Jungians are quick to point out, however, that Freud 

eventually arrived at the sane conclusion shortly before his 

d e a t h , F o r Jung the personal unconscious is certainly im-

portant, being the source of many ncntal problems j but his 

real interest is in the collective unconscious, the MJanus-

faced" source of man's deepest and strongest drives and con-

cepts, which embodies his prehistoric heritage and his best 

defenses against future psychic danger,^2 

39lbld.. p. 75# ^%ung, Archetypes T p. U-2, 

^Istorr, r-, 398, 1+2Jung, Archetypes, p, U2., 
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One other area of Jung*s work needs to be considered "be-

fore his Ideas about, the operations of the unconscious— 

personal and collective—can be studied and understood. This 

area is perhaps M s best-known; the classification of people 

into types, first by attitude and then by dominant mental 

function# Extravert and introvert t the naaes that Jung 

coined to identify the two basic attitudes of people toward 

living, are today in general use, with attendant degrees of 

distortion# Anthony Storr in Aaerlean Scholar clearly sum-

marizes the original meanings. 

Jung saw that men approached the study of the mind, 
and indeed life in general, from different basic pre-
conceptions t of which they were not always aware# 
The extravert valued the outer world, the relation to 
external objects, whereas the introvert gave his phief 
esteem to the world he discovered within himself .̂ "3 

The extravert devotes the greater part of his libido auto-

matically to the conscious control and manipulation of the 

external world as he perceives it. The libido flows outward 

toward the object, as Jung describes it. The introvert, on 

the other hand, is uore concerned initially with the effect 

of external perceptions on himself and his inner state j thus 

Jung speaks of the latter's libido as tending to flow inwards 

first. Neither state is better than the other, both being 

perfectly normal. Along with the extravert-introvert 

attitudinal poles, Jung also provides classifications based 

^Storr, p. 399. 
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on whr.t he calls functions! types: thinking, feelings sen-

sation, and intuition. 

These four functional types correspond to the ob-
vious means by which consciousness obtains its orien-
tation to experience. teB&t&QR » sense perception) 
tells you that something exists| thinking tells you what 
it is| feeling tells you whether it is agreeable or not; 
and InMitlon tells you whence it coses and where it is 
going/w 

Often these four functions appear in diagrams at the four 

points of a compass, with thinking directly opposite to 

intuition and feeling directly opposite to sensation. Thinking 

and feeling are rational, that is, consciously directed; 

sensation and intuition Jung considers as being alike ir-

rational (outside or beyond reason) because they are depend-

ent upon external physical stimuli and not mental directives,1*? 

Of the four terras, feeling is most easily misunderstood5 

Jung calls it a Judgment of value that is directed toward 

finding order in experience and is a rational process, not 

just an emotional reaction,^ of course, a person*s func-

tional type may be a blend of two, thinking-feeling. 

However, the relation of these classes to the unconscious 

comes through Jung*s idea of compensatory action. The con-

scious mind picks one of the four functions and differentiates 

it, that is, separates it from the other three and develops 

^Jung, Man and 

^Ibld. 
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it at the expense of the others, an action that is necessary 

for its direct application in living • this most-used function 

Jung calls superior. "The superior function is always the 

expression of the conscious personality, its aim, its will, 

and its achievement • • , Of the remaining three, one 

is picked and developed as an alternative or 'back-up method 

and is called inferior; the third say receive some attention, 

but the fourth is almost always totally neglected. To the 

extent that one function is concentrated on, its opnosite and 

the other lesser traits are forced into the unconscious, where 

they "become correspondingly active. It is such oppositions 

that provide tension to create libido and activate both 

portions of the psyche * 

The third major portion of the psyche, the collective 

unconscious, proceeds from Jung's most controversial major 

hypothesis and—along with the archetypes which he suggests 

exist therein—has been the subject of most of Jung*s writ-

ings. The psychologist himself defines the collective un-

conscious as 

, , • a deeper layer, which does not derive from per-
sonal experience and is not a personal acquisition but 
is inborn. This deeper layer I call the collective 
unconscious« I have chosen the term "collective" be-
cause this part of the unconscious is not individual 
but universal$ in contrast to the personal psyche, it 
has contents and modes of behaviour that are more or 

^7Jung| ^PesT P« ^26, 
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lea? to swas mmtywhmr® end in all individuals 

Others--like Jnns*8 colleague Jolande Jacobi In his book m 

Jung*8 controversial t«riim-~vax more eloquent in their descrip-* 

ticrns., 

flit collective unconscious as tfapapftptfrsonsl Mttapix* 
as tii© unlimited sn& of fundamental psychic condition* 
accumulated ©wr i§illioi» of y®as?st i» e refelis of ia* 
measurable breadth and iepfelt* Praia the vary beginning 
of its oevelopssmt it is the inner equivalent of Crtaitoij 
an immr cosmos sa infinite as tins cosmos outside m* y 

In other voids 9 the ?>syr:hlc structure of the collective 

unconscious is the result of mm'* m$mrl9mm m m 

the emrg«ae# of consciousness, reflecting «fmt one re-viewer 

c&Ua Ma vertical similarity in tiae, between present and 

past • • »,! a sirailatiry in ter»» of t»g#g and other con?» 

tent«t not derived frost persons! experience." 50 This lavil 

of the mind is basically jurteltlilftj that is, pre-»logicelf using 

aa guides vtMit Jong mils "ta*tlnatlv« trends t represented 

by corresponding thought forae—that is* by the archetypes**^* 

Still active ia the collective unconscious are the fantastic 

associations that civilized mm. has pushed back into the on* 

conscious but which oost primitive people use freelyf32 m in 

vhat French ethnologist kucien I^vy-Bruhl called 

'®«Tung| -f pm 3* 

^Jolande Jacobi, fiaanta/, 
l£ JL, 11* llatff.* translated by B 

rorE| 1?0it p» 59* 

p« 03* 
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mystique, the belief tiiat part of a man's 3oul is incarnate 

In some external animal or object* 53 The "bases for association 

of ideas at this level are not explainable by external stan-

dards , Particularly by that of causation. Jung asserts 

that the communications from the collective unconscious 

occur "not as a rational thought but as a syubolic image," ̂  

produced unconsciously and spontaneously in dre ©jus .55 from 

the storehouses of the unconscious can cone completely new 

ideasj insights, inspirations* In fret, when June suggests 

that the use of such materials effectively interpreted in 

terms of the arts or sciences is "one of the hallmarks of 

what is commonly called g e n i u s , " 5^ the relevance of his 

thought to literary criticism becomes a little clearer# Need-

less to soy,the communications arising from the collective 

unconscious appear in terms of universals, not personal con-

ditions • Jolande Jacob! attempts to clarify the point in his 

For example, the individual is no longer confronted with 
his own mother, but with the archetype of the "maternal"; 
no longer with the unique personal problem created by 
his mother as a concrete reality, but with the universally 
human, impersonal problem of every raan*s dealings with 
the primordial maternal ground In himself,57 

While the concept itself seems plausible and relatively 

simple, a study of the language of these manifestations, the 

53j.b.M.« t P» , p» 23* 

5 5B>M . T P. 21. p. 38. 

^Jacobi, Complex,, p. 26# 
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symbols of the archetypes, is by no means simple5 yet it 

is this most complex area of Jung's thcights that concerns 

literary theorists now. 

The problem of merely defining these "archetypes0 seems 

to be a 3elf-renewing one, so that Jung and his supporters 

spend much time clarifying and restating the concept; and 

not ali/nys are Jung's own explanations the clearest* In 

preparing to present the idea, Jolande Jacob! gives useful 

advice * 

» » * when we encounter the vord archetype in any of 
Jimgfs writings, we shall do well to consider whether 
the reference is to the "archetype as such," still 
latent and nonporeeptlble, or to an already actualized 
archetype, expressed in conscious psychic material, an 
archetype that has become an "image»w5o 

The archetype is the bnsic formative power and is always 

present in the human mind, waiting to be activated by a suf-

ficiently grave psychic disturbance, at which tir,..e it mani~ 

fests itself as a symbol* Jacob! calls the archetype "the 

magnetic field and energy center underlying the transforma-

tion of the psychic processes into images,"59 and prepares 

for some of Jung's own statements by stressing that "» • • the 

archetypes are not inherited representations*, but Inherited 

possibilities of r e p r e s e n t a t i o n * " ^ The Jungian statement 

to which she leads comes from The Archetype3 and the 

% M 4 « » P. 35. p. ̂ 8* 

60ikiaM p. 52. 
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The archetype in itself is empty and rarely formal, 
nothing but a faeul.tas praefcriaandlr a possibility 
of representation which Is given & priori. The 
representations themselves are not inherited, only 
the forms, end in that respect they correspond. 
in every wey to the instincts, which are also de-
termined in form only.6' 

The comparison to instincts is one of Jung's favorites, and 

he frequently refers to the archetypal manifestations as 

linages of instincts. Another frequent explanation likens the 

archetype of the collective unconscious to the formative 

principle acting when a. crystal appears vithin its solution} 

although no pattern is visible at first, the structure of 

the crystal becomes the one known to be characteristic of 

that substance. Jung's archetypes are inherited as part of 

the structure of the human psyche and ere the same in all 

human beings# 

Insofar as the operation of the archetypes is concerned, 

Jung gives a fairly clear, concise presentation# 

There are as nany archetypes as there are typical 
situations in life. Endless repetition has engraved 
these experiences into our psychic constitutions, not 
in the form of images filled vith content, but at 
first only as forms without content f representing ®ere» 
ly the possibility of a certain type of perception or 
action* When a situation occurs which corresponds to 
a given archetype, that archetype becomes activated 
and a compulsiveness appears, which, like an instinc-
tual dri e, gains its way against all reason and will, 
or else produces a conflict of pathological dimensions, 
that is to say, a neurosis,62 

The archetypes, basic inherited patterns of response that 

61 Jung, & & & £ & £ P . 79. 62IbM» $ P. ̂ 8. 
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man has found "best suited to specific recurring crises of 

life, many of which are more animal than exclusively humant 

lie dormant until a time of uneasiness or disturbance, when 

the libido normally employed in conscious responses is allowed 

to fall back into the unconscious and there can activate the 

corresponding archetype. As -Tung observes, because the arche-

types are autonomous and function at their own level and in 

their own terms to produce solutions to a problea, they con 

largely interfere at will with the activity of the conscious 

and can modify or thwart conscious action with unconscious 

impulses. Tlor can the conscious mind really ignore such 

manifestations when they appear, for the archetypes have 

a strmre fascination about them^ that Jung calls numinositv 

and that many people associate consciously with religious 

ecstrsy.^5 In fact, he asserts that archetypes are "at the 

same time, both images and cnotions• One can speak of an 

archetype only when these two aspects are simultaneous*"^ 

Howeverj as Jolande Jacob! points "nit, the conscious mind 

Itself can never really apprehend the archetypes as such# 

The raanifestation comes in terms of an archetypal tt image" 

or "symbol," or sometimes In a behavioral symptom.*# 

Only when the archetypes come into contact with the 
conscious mind, that is, when the light of consciousness 
falls on them and their contours begin to emerge from 
the darkness and to fill with individual content* can 

P. 96. 

^Tbid. acobi, ComplexT p . 75* 
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the conscious mind differentiate them. Only then can 
consciousness apprehend, understand, elaborate, and 
assimilate thew,°^ 

The archetype as the conscious mind receives it is clothed 

in terms of the person's Individual experience end thus Is 

actually interpretable only by hinu However, it is the 

archetype which selects and orders the experiences involved 

and used, and the pattern behind them is that of the arehe-

type. Again Jacobi provides a helpful explanatory example. 

• . . an archetype—-for example, the archetype expres-
sing the "creation of a relationship" between two" 
"re alms" ••"•may borrow its mode of manifestation from the 
most diverse spheres of reality and Ideation and still 
retain its identity of meaning. In this case, bridgef 
rainbow, gate, mountain pass, compromise* connecting 
link can a tana for the same meaning or at least funda-
mentally similar meanings, and yet, taken separately, 
each embodies a different aspect or it#"9 

Thus the manifestations:of the archetypes are purely personal 

and reflect only individual experiences as far as external 

descriptions are concerned. Yet Jung and his colleagues find 

it necessary to protest repeatedly that it is the underlying 

forms .that are inherited, and not the representations. Jung 

is quite outspoken on the point• 

The term "archetype" is often nisunderstood as meaning 
certain mythological images or motifs. But these are 
nothing r̂ ore than conscious representations; it would 
bo absurd to assume that such variable representations 
could be inherited.70 

Because txiese s&m© representations of the archetypes, in what 

are often called archetypal images and symools, are currently 

6 8Ikl& M p. 66. o9ibid. T pp. 5*f-55. 

7°Jung, Man and Symbols. pi. 67. 
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centers of literary Interest and much donfusing controversy, 

Jiang*s thoughts on them also need clarification. 

Is with most of M s terms, Jung has a specific meaning 

for the word symbolt and he differentiates It carefully from 

sign or image. While an Image or word may be pert of what 

Jung considers a symbol, it only becomes symbolic if it 

"implies something more than its obvious and immediate 

meaning," with a "wider •unconscious* aspect that is never 

precisely defined or fully explained,"71 It qualifies as a 

symbol if it represents a psychic fact or condition that is 

only partly known or perhaps completely unknown to the con-

scious mind,72 a s Jung points out in his book Man and His 

Symbolst "The sign is always less than the concept it re-

presents, while a symbol always stands for something more 

than its obvious and immediate meaning. Symbols, moreover, 

are natural and spontaneous,"73 The last clause is particu-

larly significant. For Jung a true symbol is never invented 

or thought dut; it "occurs" to the person as perhaps a 

sudden insight or inspiration, but It is never the result of 

conscious planning. Hence when an archetypal manifestation 

occurs, it qualifies as a true symbol because it is spontaneous 

and because it means much more than what the conscious 

71Ibid,T pp, 20—21, 

72gieanor Bertlne, "Jung's Psychology and Religion," 
m J M l m M M M , x m t l (Summer, 1959), 367. 

73Jung, gaa ££& g.Yfflftgjfi» P. 55. 
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Blind can attach to its apparent form, A distinction can 

also be made between collective symbols and individual sym-

bols, as Jacobi does in 

The encounter with the consciousness of a collectiv-
ity and its problems gives rise to collective symbols 
(&»&** mythologems)| contact with an individual conscious* 
neea and its problems gives rise to individual symbols 
(as| for example, the Image of a witch with the features 
of one's own mother)#^1" 

Whether a communication from the unconscious is rendered 

as a collective or an individual symbol then depends on 

how the recipient consciousness interprets and applies it* 

One of Jung*s controversial suggestions is that not only 

are most collective symbols religious symbols,75 but the un-

conscious appears actually to be the source of human re-

ligious experience, an insight which provides more common 

areas for comparative religion and literary study* If a 

person perceiving an individual symbol can trace its form 

back to the primordial pattern of a collective symbol, Jacobi 

sees an opportunity to allow ". . • the individual psyche 

to preserve its unique form of expression and at the same 

time to merge it with the universally human, collective 

symbol."^ This process is the same one that Jung says leads 

to the formation of fi&iml fiMafl&t which "represent an 

enormous number of variations on the essential archetypal 

i m a g e s , a n d which he contrasts with what he calls cultural 

fVaeoM, CaoElas, p. 120. 75jung, Mali au4 symbol.,.. 55. 

7fiJaeobi, Caaclga, p. 10M-. 77jungl JJga ̂  gjaiJalai p. 93. 
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symbols tthose collective symbols that have been consciously 

reworked and transformed and have been accepted by civilized 

societies as strong representations of "eternal truths•" 

Whatever the class of symbol being considered, Jung cautions 

that natural symbols and psychological manifestations pro-

jected into the external world do not make sense by that 

environment's standards; they seem chaotic, paradoxical, con-

fusing, Such occurrences must be dealt with on their own 

terms if they are to communicate at all#?9 Even more im-

portantly, no symbol can be reasonably understood except in 

terms of the person who produced it 5 anyone who wishes to 

interpret an archetypal symbol must know both the personal 

and cultural backgrounds of the individual who experienced 

the symbol,®0 That such a mandate limits the application 

of Jungian symbols to literary interpretation seems probable• 

At least one other area of Jung's work with symbols of 

the human unconscious deserves attention. Through his work 

with patients Jung has arrived at a process which he calls 

individua11onf which basically consists of restoring open 

communication between the conscious and unconscious and in 

the process moving the individual's personality center some-

what closer to the realm of the unconscious so that better 

equilibrium within the psyche becomes possible. In working 

78Ibid. 79sertine, p, 370, 

8°Jung, Han and SymbolsT p. 92* 
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In this same direction with many patients, Jung has noticed 

that at various stages of treatment the nature of communication 

from the unconscious changes, with certain archetypal symbols 

tending to appear in the dreams and phantasies of each in* 

dividual as he reaches a certain psychic introspection. The 

names that Jung has given to these various psychic phenomena 

are well-known, but they are also significant because he 

has carefully and consistently found correlations between 

these psychic events and literature# The elements and 

stages include personar E» & U M or jflfelMf fl£ 

universal wisdom, and 0 f these, only the persona 

is a function of the conscious mind; the remainder function 

from the unconscious mind in direct accordance with Jung's 

theory of the compensatory neture of the unconscious• Of the 

individuation process itself Jung says, "In general, it is 

the process of forming and specializing the individual nature; 

in particular, it is the development of the psychological 

individual as a differentiated being from the collective 

general psychology,"®^ The process particularly involves 

enabling the patient to find, recognize, and admit those parts 

of his conscious and unconscious psyche which hitherto were 

unknown or had been repressed. Thus the effective sphere of 

consciousness is expanded to include familiarity with large 

parts of what had been unconscious, including most of the 

81Jung, Psychological Tynes.. p. 561. 
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personal unconscious• The symbols that arise In the process 

Jong cells symbols. transformation. About them he makes two 

general statements# 

Like the personalities! these archetypes are true and 
genuine symbols that cannot be exhaustively interpreted, 
either as signs or as allegories.82 

• * .what we can above all establish as the on© thing 
consistent with their nature is their flaa&M4 M M I l K ; 
their almost limitless wealth of reference, which makes 
any unilateral formulation i m p o s s i b l e * " - 5 

That the symbols of transformation are of no single inter-

pretation and can have limitless association with experience 

is frustrating to those who desire empirical definiteness, 

but makes the concepts themselves all the more challenging# 

The persona is often celled the social mask* Tt represents 

all the qualities that the ego develops to improve its rela-

tionships with the external world. According to Jung, 

n 
• • * the persona is a compromise between the individual 

and society based on whet one appears to be."^ The persona 

embodies one of the functional types at a high level of dif-

ferentiation and indeed can rigidify to the point thct the ego 

refuses to recognize any traits except those of the persona« 

The counterbalance to the persona is the shadow, the "other 

man" that is composed of the traits and memories which the 

conscious mind neglects, forgets, or represses. As Jolande 

82Jung, P- 38. 

% a r l G. Jung, ?u& Egg,m 
translated by H. F. C. Hull (New York, 19%), p. 167. 
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Jacob! points out in Ii& OL l g > the shadow 

traits are usually projected unconsciously onto someone 

else, the individual's opposite,®? Thus frequently what the 

person dislikes in another human being are his own unacknow-

ledged characteristics. While the shadow is mostly within 

the personal unconscious, the qnlmaf which is the next arche-

type appearing, lies sore wit-.in the collective unconscious# 

The anima embodies first the contrasexual qualities of the 

individual and is therefor© anima for the man and animus for 

the women. The anima is usually a single female for the man, 

who is not basically monogamous; but for the woraan the animus 

is often plural. For simplicity in the following defi-

nition Jung speaks only of the man's form. 

It is this female element in every male that I have 
called the "anima." This "feminine" aspect is 
essentially a certain inferior kind of relntedness 
to the surroundings, and particularly to women, 
which is kept carefull* concealed from others as 
well as from oneself.00 

The anima is evanescent, unpredictable; her actions often 

resemble strange, ambiguous, paradoxical games or rituals. 

She operates by the functional type most ignored by the 

persona and appears as an inseparable blend of good and bad 

qualities, She is numinous;and if, as often happenst 

she is unconsciously projected onto a real woman, the 

individual is drawn to that woman by an unreasoned fascination 

85jacobi, Psychologyf p. 103. 

86Jung, » p. 3 U 

®?Jung, ArchetypesT p. 28. 
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mostly based on qualities that are projected onto her.®® 

This figure Jung is able to find often in literary works as 

a goddess, or as a personified soul, or as a man's Idealised 

woman, thus partaking of both personal and impersonal 

characteristics. Before the process of individuation can 

continue, the patient must face and admit the existence of 

the qualities of the anima within him end learn to recognize 

their influence upon him. 

The last three symbols of transformation are as clos® 

as the individual can get to perceiving pure archetypal 

figures, for these symbols COB© from the collective un-

conscious alone and need not in any way reflect personal 

experience. Recognition of these figures relates the person 

to all of humanity in his new role of a consciously unique 

being who has finally recognized all the other factors, 

pleasing and displeasing, which operate within his psyche. 

Jung calls the symbol succeeding the aniiaa or animus the 

ol mm&m* 

Only when all props and crutches are broken, and no 
covcr from the rear offers even the slightest hope of 
security, does it become possible for us to experience 
the archetype that up till then had lain hidden behind 
the meaningful nonsense played out by the aniiaa. This 
is the archetype a£ meaning.* just as the anima Is the 
H£StefcX2& Qt life 

At this level again there is e sexual separation, with the 

woman's seeing usually a mother archetype who represents in 

88Ibld.f p. 69.
 8 9 M & m P. 32. 
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a sense the creative fmiction and her direct association 

with the role of matter in the universe, The nan usually 

seas GO ME form of a "vise old nan" or counsellor archetype 

whose aura conveys his association vith the impregnating 

function of the spirit that complements the women*3 most 

basic role (&£•, the frequent motif of virgin birth in 

world religions}# As with the other symbols of transfor-

mation, these archetypes of relation to the universal order 

may take almost any shape and are usually ambiguous in 

emotional values• In speaking of the mother archetype, 

Jung says. 

All of these symbols can have a positive, fav-
ourable meaning or a negative, evil meaning* An 
ambivalent aspect is seen In the goddesses of fate 
Ooira, Graeae, Horns), Evil symbols are the vitch, 
the dragon Cor any devouring and entwining animal, 
such as a large fish or a serpent), the grave* the 
sarcophagus, deep water^ death, nightmares and bogies 
(Jiinpusa, Lilith, etc. ).90 

Again the variable nature of the symbols which appear indi-

cate the necessity of knowing the person whose they are 5 

the symbols lose their real significance if taken out of 

contcxt, Similarly the wise old man archetype us&y be one 

person or several* Whatever form, good or evil, he appears 

in, he conveys to the person at this stage his role of 

" . . . the superior master and teacher, the archetype of 

the spirit, who symbolizes the pre-existent meaning hidden 

in the chaos of life#'1Recognition of this archetype and 

90ibid. T pp. 81-82.
 91 IMS* f p. 35. 



its meaning ends the individual's isolation of uniqueness and 

prepares him, in a sense, for the last symbol of tr^nsfor^* 

nation, the aa.ndalat which appears somehow as the person's 

psyche responds to the increasing order within itself. The 

nru-is aamd a la is Saaslcrit for "circle" and is the name in 

India for circles drawn duri -2 religious rites#92 In 

describing generally soiae of the many examples included in 

Archetypes, & & CgUesUY3 Jung says, 

There are innumerable variants of the motif. • , , 
but they are all based on the squaring of a. circle* 
Their basic motif is the premonition -of a center 
of personality, a kind of central point within the 
psyche, to which everything is related, by which 
everything is arranged, and which is itself a source 
of energy.93 

Most frequently a inandala has a circle within which is either 

a square or two perpendicular lines like a crossf dividing 

the circle into equal quadrants# Whe.t patients produce 

and draw out these symbols, the mere sight of them seems 

to have a calming effect, just as the same symbols do when 

Hindu and Buddhist believers use them as objects for con-

templation to liberate the soul from worldly conflicts# 

However, when Jung describes the mandala and the other 

symbols of transformation as occurring in a predictable 

sequence during the process of individuation, he does not 

mean that manifestations occur only if a person is being 

treated by a psychologist# On the contrary, these archetypal 

92.2214,, p. 355. 9 3 i m . , p. 357. 
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symbols represent areas of centralized psychic activity 

in every person, so that mental stress iaay cause any of 

them to appear to anyone at any time and without any re-

quired sequence* 

Just as Jung hypothesizes that the symbols in an 

individual's dreams cone from his unconscious mind and can 

be universal if produced "by the collective unconscious, 

so the psychologist suggests that myths recurring all over 

the world also reflect the collective elements of the human 

psyche# Actually, the correspondence between dream and 

fantasy images produced by patients and parallel figures 

in world mythologies was Jung's first basis for suggesting 

a collective element in the human mind• In discussing the 

treatment of patients in Contributions to Analytical 

Psychology, Jung chronicles the individual production of 

myths. 

We can see almost daily in our patients the way 
mythical phantasies arise. They are not thought 
out, but present themselves as pictures, or as a series 
of representations that force their way out of th<s 
unconscious, and when recounted, often have the char-
acter of connected episodes which possess the value 
of mythical presentation. That is how myths arise, 
and that is why the phantasies from the unconscious 
have so much in common with primitive myths•9* 

For Jung the major point to be stressed about true myths 

is that they are never invented; like symbols, they occur 

f^arl 0. Jang, jfea i§Z£M2fi££$ 
translated by a. G, and Cary F. Baynes (Hew York. 1928), 
pp. Vf-42. 
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spontaneously and are direct reflections of psychic activity. 

The most primitive level is that of participation KStiSMs 

already mentioned, in which a person identifies himself 

completely or partially with some external object, animal, 

or occurrence. Normally the next step in psychological 

development involves projection, defined by Jung as "an 

unconscious, automatic process whereby a content that is 

unconscious to the subject transfers itself to an object, 

so that it seems to belong to that object*"?? The simplest 

operation of projection creates mana objects by associating 

the numinosity of psychic symbols with external objects, so 

that those objects seem endowed with marvelous power and 

fascination# Projection can be a fertile source of myths 

because the person involved can find all the activity of 

his psychic elements in visual form, complete with their 

inexplicable fascination and aura of importance• In Jung's 

words 

All the mythologized processes of nature, such as 
smatter and winter, the phases of the moon, the rainy 
seasons, and so forth, are in no sense allegories of 
these objective occurrences? rather they are symbolic 
expressions of the inner, unconscious drama of the 
psyche which becomes accessible to man*s consciousness 
by way of projection—that is, mirrored in the events 
of nature*96 

Although there can be stories invented to explain natural 

phenomena, for Jung such stories are not mythsf myths 

95jung, Archetypes t p. 60. P« 
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come spontaneously9 and they are believed, not explained. 

Myths can be as paradoxicals as puzzling, as ambiguous as 

the archetypal symbols by which they are stimulated. Further 

development of the consciousness frequently leads to per-

sonification, a concept which Eleanor Bertine summarizes well 

in an article on Jung? " . . . the inner image may no longer 

be projected to an actual material object but will be hypos-

tasized, that is, regarded as having a metaphysical existence 

of its own independent of the psyche."97 These Independent 

forms then are often personified as gods, demons, gremlins, 

and other supernatural forms,98 Because Jung holds that 

the collective unconscious is the primal source for all 

major myths, he naturally explains and presents recurrent 

parallels among world mythologies as proof of the theory. 

For example, he sees the god-hero figure as an archetype 

and often connects it to Christ, 

The general idea of Christ the Redeemer belongs 
to the world-wide and pre-Chrlst these of the hero 
and rescuer who, although he has been devoured by a 
monster, appears again in a miraculous way, having 
overcome whatever monster it was that swallowed him* 

Thus in most forms the hero and his cycle can be pointed 

to as a r c h e t y p a l , w i t h his universality and tiaelessness 

as proof, but also with his connection to psychic processes 

as a prior condition. Jung even suggests that the question 

9 7 B e r t i n e , p. 3 6 7 . 98lbid. 

°9JUNG, MAN SM SMTOLSI PP* 7 2 - 7 3 . 

1 0 0 m , P . 7 3 . 
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of life after death is archetypal, arising in every liiaii, a 

question to be dealt with or repressed cs best each, aan can#*®"' 

In June's hypotheses the association between the imiacB collect 

tive unconscious and. aytholocy is direct and intscapablef 

and ir-an must hsve mythology of sorie sort in order to exist* 

Lx.t.urally enough, in decline with loan's sources of 

myth Jung eJLso concerns himself with the written and visual 

expressions of those nyths: literature and art, especially 

as they relate to the creator and to society in general* 

Often Jung lumps together vriters, painters, nusicians, and 

other erc.rtlve minds under the term artist and deals with 

them collectively. The psychologist's interest in and treat-

ment ox literature and art are cxtejisivc, for in then he 

finds the recurrence of human archetypes and the most nearly 

direct expressions of the collective unconscious. However, 

Jung is generally cauticus in applying psychology to the 

arts, as he shows, for instance, in the prefatory remarks to 

a lengthy analysis of the poet Schiller*s writings to show 

that this writer also recognized the differentiation of 

men by what Jung called functional typos. 

• » » it may well hap-en that 1 shall be accused of 
giving a construction to Schiller1 s ideas •which his 
actual words do not warrant. For, although I shall 
take considerable pains, at every essential point, 

101Carl G, Jung, "Jung on Life after Death," edited by 
Aniela Jaffa, translated by Richard end Clara Winston, 
Monthly, CCX (December, 1962), ̂ 0» 
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to quote the ©ctmal words of the author, yet It may 
not be altogether possible to introduce his ideas 
in the connection 1 intend to establish here without „ 
giving them certain interpretations or constructions.1Qa 

Being conscious of the dpager of misinterpretation, Jung 

certainly tries to maintain objectivity, even though he 

admits in the same context that unfortunately it is almost 

impossible for men to look and not see the shapes already 

somewhat defined in their psyches.1°3 Jung does show 

laudable impartiality, for instance, by treating artistic 

creations from all lands, cultures, and times with approxi-

mately equal respect and crre . His caution shows in a d if li-

ferent line when he is hesitant to give much credence to 

attempts by others to infer facts about an artist's personal-

ity from his works, such efforts being mostly surmise or 

guesswork anyway in Jung*s opinion.10** For him the work 

of art is to be studied as a psychic product involving the 

creative act, a phenomenon which is fundamentally inexplicable.1 

One other of Jung's self-restrictions appears in the words of 

Ralph Demos• 

Thus, while it is true that Jung has on many occasions 
interpreted epic and other noetry, and other works of 
art, in terms of the archetypal images of the un-
conscious, he has rejected the view that such an inter-
pretation might provide a clue to the literary esthetic 
merit of the artistic product.10® 

102Jung, p. 88. 

10^Carl G. Jung, _ 
lated by VT. S. Dell and 

1 0%kM*» P. 177. 106Deiaos, p. 82, 
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Jung consistently studies literature as a manifestation of 

the crertive power of the human mine!., He say, as he does 

in Psychological Types y point to similar works "by Goethe, 

Nietzsche, and the Swiss poet Carl Spitteler and cite the 

greater beauty of the more refined and pruned works of 

Goethe and Nietzsche in contrast to the truth of Spitteler*s 

work in being more directly reflective of the processes of 

the collective unconscious ;"*°7 but Jung does not say that on 

this account the one sample is better literature than the 

other, and he appeal's to provide little encouragement for 

those who would do so. 

Most of the limits of Jungian thought as a basis for 

literary criticism appear in his attitudes toward the artist 

himself. The artist is a basically independent spirit who 

looks within himself for a sense of order In experience, or 

for actual experiences themselves, or sometimes for both# 

Ih IMmi Mm ia °£ a J u n g devotes a full chap-

ter to psychology and literature and there discusses first 

those writers who devote themselves to experiences of the 

conscious mind, rendering then so that they force the reader 

to see them clearly and respond fully. As he often does, 

Jung speaks of the poet but includes all writers# "The 

poet's work is an interpretation and illumination of the 

contents of consciousness, of the ineluctable experiences 

1°7jung, Psychological Typesf p. 2k0„ 



of hrr&n ^ if e with its ctc-mally recurrent joy one! sorrow#*^® 

All facets cf tills types of writing sre psychologically in-

to the consciouyn^s"•« Hwever, in this chsntor 

nost others, .Tuns is noro concerned vrifch wbot he; calls 

visionary inciting, that which turns inward and Seals with 

material that in frightening an4 aften repellent to the 

average consciousness,109 At this level of creativity the 

personal life of the writer is iimsatertal to his j meaning 

and power, and those are the works which really 

coiislde.cs to be significant artistic achievements. 

The unborn work in the soul of the artist is a 
force of nature that effects its purpose either with 
tyrannical might or with that subtle cunning which 
nature brings to the achievement of her cut!, quite 
regardless of the personal weal or woe of the nan who 
is the vehicle of the? creative force,*^ 

The true work of art arises in the creator frou; within him 

and overwhelms him to the extent that what he produces is 

expressive of much more than his conscious efforts could 

achieve. June scys as much when speaking of Carl Spitteler, 

who could represent any trujy creative artist* 

We may assume in a poet of modest limits that 
the summit of his work does not overtop the height of 
his personal joys, sorrows, and aspirations* But with 
Spitteler his work quite transcends personal destiny.112 

1 °8 JUngf Modern Kan In Searcht p. 1?9. 

1°'Ibid., p. 182. 11°Ibid., p. 189. 

111Jung, Contributions, p. 23}+. 

H2jung, Psychological Typesf p. 236. 
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Just as Spitteler says more than could be derived from his 

own experiences^ so do ell great artists, to the extent 

that Jung deprecates the presence of purely personal elements 

in great art arid calls such details limitations and Tic© 

in art# 113 The really creative person turns inward and taps 

the vast resources of humcnity latent in the archetypes of 

the collective unconscious which Jung calls "the primal 

experience, the dark nature of which requires mythological 

figures and thus draws avidly to itself everything that is 

akin, to be used for self-expression," H1*- "because all the 

accumulated wealth of human culture can hardly begin to 

express the richness of association and manifold meanings 

that the artist is experiencing. Such is the source of 

the true artist's ideas and insights, and Jung himself can 

become glowingly rhetorical in visualizing the result. 

The man who speaks with primordial images speeks 
with a thousand tongues; he entrances and overpowers, 
while at the same time he raises the idea he is trying 
to express above the occasional and the transitory into 
the sphere of the ever-existing. He transmutes personal 
destiny into the destiny of mankind, thus evoking all 
those beneficent forces that have enabled mankind to 
find a rescue from every hazard and to out-live the 
longest night. That is the secret of effective art.H? 

The same forces that Jung activates in treatment of psychi-

cally disturbed persons to give meaning to their existence 

113carl G, Jung, » edited by 
Jolonde Jacob!, translated by Eugene Jolas (New York. 1953)* 
p. 177. 

H^Xbld. r pp. 177-173. 
115jung, Contributions. p. 2b8, 
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can be and are evoked by the true artist, who looks within 

himself to find the archetypes and then draws upon every 

area of knowledge and experience to express those primal 

forms with coirjr,unicative power# In this way he sBeaks to 

all men with equal pertinence and escapes the datedness that 

threatens to bury lesser works• Despite its study of the 

processes used, psychology has little to say about the ex-

cellence of any e.rt. As Jung points out, "Literary products 

of highly dubious merit are often of the greatest interest 

to the psychologist#"^^ The psychologist may be expect-

ed to explain how a work of art is formed and what factors 

make an individual creative, ̂ 7 but he does not attempt to 

provide standards of literary or aesthetic merit# 

Jung's psychological hypotheses are closely related to 

the arts| and as this summary of his thinking has indicated, 

he most often turns to literature for clear examples of the 

archetypes of the human mind# It often happens that those 

who become familiar with Jung's archetypes use them to help 

define the function of elements or figures within literature* 

Thus if even the names of Jung's archotypes are used, the 

person employing them is labeled 83 Jungian# How accurate 

such an epithet is when applied to Northrop Frye is to be 

determined from an estimate of the extent of Frye's acknow-

ledged and unacknowledged use of Jung's ideas. Of course, 

116jung, iMgaa M m p* 1?7* 

117lbid., p. 175. 
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net sll parallels prove indebtedness; in such instances, 

this study can only suggest tiiose that seeiu more likely to 

have 'noon borrowed from Jung than to have been developed 

independently by Trye, eiren though—as in the case of Blake-

the raen .have often vorked with the same sources» 



CHAPTER THO 

mmk w w 

When Northrop Prye's book ftjg.M • *tudy of 

the symbolic unity of William Blake*a poetry, appeared in 

19^7, it had double significance* The book was Fry©1® first 

major contribution to literary criticism, and it was also 

the beginning of his individual approach to the archetypal 

study of literature, the theories of which are now so pro-

vocative for modem critics. The simultaneity was no 

accident | as became obvious ten years later when Fry©»s 

m&ior work to date, .teftlgg, fl£ ftri.UgAgfl <1957)# was pub-

lished, His most read and most discussed work, ̂ natomv of 

Criticism Is largely m exttiurlvft elaboration of the arche-

typal concepts of literature merely suggested in Fearful 

Symmetry but developed in the later. book as the basis for a 

unified critical and intellectual approach to all of literature* 

Frye himself pointed to his study of Blake as the initiating 

force behind his ideas and rarely cited the work of C, (3« 

Jung, the psychologist whose extensive work on human arche* 

types was inevitably associated with Frye's concepts* Accord* 

ingly, a study of Fearful Bmamtrv is necessary to ascertain 

from the beginning how such the thought of Frye, in its 

extended expression, can be connected with 
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That Frye's book on Blake was considered important 

Is evident from the number of reviews that it received; 

and the majority of reviewers were favorable. The writer 

was praised for his energetic enthusiasm, for his "admira-

bly lucid and illuminating analysis of his author * s ideas, 

and for his explication of Blake* s complex symbolism as the 

key to the poet's meaningsOther reviewers, like Rene 

Wellek, disliked the sacrifice of poetic evaluation for 

idea analysis and suggested that both Blake and Frye had 

misconceived the relation of ideas to art,3 or, like Lloyd 

Frankenburg of Saturday Review of Literature? found Frye
1s 

prose style unfortunately difficult.14" A small number of 

reviewers did comment on the concept of archetypes in 

literature and generally indicated support. For examplef 

John Garret in C m a Aim IfciCMtt praised the author for having 

discovered that "Blake, a limited but intense reader, had 

grasped the imaginative significance of recurrent symbols 

in all of the world1 s great prophetic literature? However, 

iHelen C, White. "Review,« Jovial of 
•Qaa»ar̂ ff, M M M E Z f Xl3X (January, 1950), iWl 

?Henry Wasser, "Review." .Modern .Language. ftttar-ter.lyt 
IX (June, 1 ) , 2*4-9. 

3Rene Wellek. "Review," Modern language Notes. IXIV 
(January, 19^9)» o3. 

*+Lloyd "̂r ankenburg, "Forms for Freedom," §i 
Review LiteratureT XXX (July 19, 19^?), 19. 

XXVII 
5John Garret, "Turning lew Leaves." Canadian Forum. 
(July, 19^7), 90. ' 
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on the concept of archetypal symbols for all poetry, 

Gcrret becniae tiore r<~-• erved, naying, "Such a doctrine is, 

of course, in tune vith ouch nodern religious and psychology 

icol .investigation, though it is too early to assess its 

validity*"^ In her review, Helen 0. White noted Frye*s in-

terest in "the exploration of the universal and timeless 

drama of the inner life of isan"? as well as his "poise" and 

"objectivity" in discussing myth as "a continuing human 

activity and an ever-pertinent instrument of nan*s self-

realization and s e l f - e x p r e s s i o n * " 6 With general terminology, 

reserved opinions, and unspecific comparisons even those who 

noted Northrop Frye1s ideas about literary archetypes grouped 

them with work in comparative religion and psychology, Jung's 

field of influence, and passed on* Whether Frye1s ideas in 

Fearful S.yspafcry actually were more or less derived froa 

Jungian sources was not considered* 

That Frye's Innovations in archetypal criticism went 

generally unnoticed and undiscussed is not surprising, for 

in the book itself these insights develop in most cases 

directly from the study of Blake end as such are either men-

tioned incidentally or are consciously subordinated, fh© 

only attempt that Frye makes to alert readers to the pos-

sible importance of his discoveries is in the last few pages 

of the book where, as he admits, the concepts are stated 

White, p. 1??. 8Ibid. 
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rather "baldly" (p. *r2J>)9 and even then can be considered 

merely part of an expected conclusion about "Blake*s re-

levance to our tirue ,M Nor is the Introduction to archetypes 

in the text enough to make the reader curious about the term 

or the idea "behind it, for Fry© uses "archetype" arid "arche-

typal" through, the book in a variety of ways without relating 

then to 3 central concept or definition. Each use must be 

interpreted by its context, with close attention to the 

critical development of which it is a part. At the same 

tine, however, the reader lias opportunity to judge how 

clearly that usage is an outgrowth of the material* 

Bven without such a reference to the exact, detailed 

origins of each usage, Fr y e*s adaptations of the archetype 

concept can be surveyed for broad meanings and interrelation-

ships . Such an over-view shows that archetype meaning a 

basic human mental pattern as evidenced in primitive rituals 

and mythologies and archetype meaning a recurrent artistic 

conception of existence are used as the consideration of 

Blake requires, without a conscious distinction between the 

two meanings end with frequent partial overlapping• lor 

are toe various parts of each rr.eer.ing found together; rather, 

they are scattered throughout the book as their pertinence 

to Blake*s writings appears. For example, the basis for an 

Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry (Princeton, 19**7)| p. 
k2y* All subsequent page citations in the text refer to 
this book. 
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anthropological definition of archetypal myth occurs half-

way through the book, where Frye suggests that vegetation and 

sun cycles are, on the most basic level of the imagination, 

seen to indicate a "fall" of man and "in the return of human 

and natural life an image or prototype of the ultimate re-

surrection" (p. 207). However, the next step in the defini-

tion is already mentioned earlier in the book, when the writer 

states, n* * .in myths, as in languages, there are end-

lessly suggestive analogies hinting that an underlying single 

pattern in the variety of iaoeurs des nations can be seen If 

one knows how to look for it"(p. 173). At the same time, 

that step is also part of the evolving definition of arche-

types of literary productions, so that intermingling of the 

two meanings is unavoidable, probably for the author as well 

as for the reader. Primitive psychology is cited again 

toward the end of the book in the idea that universal con-

scioueness of the archetype of a malevolent female will, 

seemingly the cause of misfortune, is activated on occasion 

and is centered upon a real woman who is then burned as a 

witch (p. 397). Another portion of the same approach comes 

early in the work: "All myths and rituals hint darkly and 

allegorlcally at the same visions that we find in the Bible, 

which is why they have such a strong resemblance to Christian 

myths and rituals . . ."(p. 110). And the culmination of the 

anthropological or psychological concept of archetypes comes 

in the book's last pages. 
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Neither the stud/ of ritual no? of aythopoelo 
dreams takes us « • • to suggest anything more than 
a subconscious unity nmau men. But if we can find 
such impressive archetypal forms emerging from sleep-
ing or savage ntnds, it is surely possible that they 
would emerge more clearly from the concentrated visions 
of genius (v>» )• 

0? course, in this book the "concentrated visions" are those 

of Blake; and to stu<2y that emergence Trya seems to achieve 

n conceptual aqaragmos^ scattering pieces of definition. 

throughout the book in such a way tnst the reader who wishes 

•> see the wholeness must perform the quest of Is is, finding 

the jvr.rts and reuniting them# 

Frye1 s most frequent use of the terr. "archetype" refers 

to a universal vision of life as it hes recurred in the 

greate-t poetic vrorks of mankind 6.11 over the world5 in 

these works William Blake was possibly the first to see the 

unity through the use of his imaginative genius# Yet even 

within this concept of archotvne there are other uses of 

the word to consider along with the xnain one* Two rather 

lengthy quotations from different sections of Fearful 

Symmetry summarize the use of archetype in relation to the 

great vision# 

A larger human brain will be developed by Kan 
vhen the whole of human life is seen and understood as 
a single mental form. This single mental form is a 
drama of creation, struggle, redemption and restor-
ation in the fallen life of a divine raan» This drama is 
the archetype of all orophecy and art, the universal 
form which art reveals in pieces, and it is also the 
Uord of God, the end of the journey of our intellectual 
powers (p» 3^0)• 
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The divine nan can be Christ, he can "be Buddha, he can be 

Everyman, or he can be that huge being whom Blake calls 

Albion, whose bodily parts form the world* This vision 

Blake considers to be the "archetynal Word of God"(p. 108), 

and any vrork of art which presents it qualifies as the "Word 

of God"(p. 108) and can be called Jesus, who is the dominant 

recreation of the divine vision# As Fry© summarizes the 

r e ader1 s pos it ion, 

All Blake's own art, therefore, is at the saw time 
an attempt to achieve absolute clarity of vision and 
a beginner1s guide to the understanding of an arche-
typal vision of which it forms part. We cannot 
understand Blake without understanding hew to read the 
Bible* Milton, Ovid and the Prose Edda at least as he 
read them, on the assumption that an archetypal vision, 
which all great art without exception shews forth to 
us, really does exist (p. M8)» 

Because the Bible is, in Blake1s opinion, the world*s great-

est work of art, it is for the reader the best and clearest 

expression of this archetypal vision of the universe, going 

from creation to apocalynse and including "heroic saga, 

prophetic vision, legend, symbolism, the Gospel of Jesus, 

poetry and oratory on the way"(p» 100). 7et when Frye 

(or Blake,the distinction rarely being clear in the book) 

speaks of the Bible as the "archetype of Western culture" 

and therefore "the basis for most of our rsajor art" (p* 109), 

he is using archetype in a slightly different st^ss so that 

it pieans an ixnitatable pattern and not solely the basic 

universal vision of poets. This additional meaning seams 

close to what is used in Fr ye1s discussion of the Importance 
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of the Hebrew prophets, who recreated their national his-

tory and "brought out of it the eternally present arche» 

types of the fall end redemption of mar" (p, 3S+1); and yet 

the archetype of the human fall and redemption is also part 

of and conveys some of the associations of the great visionary 

archetype# 

There are still other uses of the term "archetype" ill 

Fearful Symmetry, especially in those sections vhere Northrop 

?rye summarizes and comments on Bl&ke1s development of an 

"archetypal" poetic system of symbolism, Blake*s theory of 

art included as & central tenet "his conception of the re-

creation of the archetype, the process which unites a. 

sequence of visions, first into a tradition, then into a 

Scripture" (p* !f1 c j ) . This archetype is thn same one pre-

viously mentioned, the vision of a universal pattern of 

existence from creation to apocalypse; and it can. be re-

created by one genius or by the collective efforts of many 

visionaries, as with the prophets of the Bible, However, 

a poet can also develon his own synthesis of myths into a 

persone1 rebelling of the epic of existence, as Spenser 

did in combining the Biblical .*«yths with native Arthurian 

legends (p. 1^3)• Such a synthesis could become the basis 

or framework for ths artist's own system of archetypal sym*» 

holism, with archetypal in this context indicating the pos-

session of wide relevance to human experience as well as 

connection vith a vision of universal order, William Blake 
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evolved his own symbol system to express the well-known 

vision, and then late in life he attempted to tell others 

how the process could be used to create a national symbolic 

structure for Britain* He incorporated the explanation 

into the critical notes accompanying the fresco exhibition 

that he held to show everyone how much England needed public 

art, 

. . . it was to give a rough outline of the British 
archetypal myth, showing how the legends of Albion. 
Arthur, Druids, ancient Bards, the island of Atlantis 
and other fragments fit together into a pattern by 
means of which the British nation can develop a set 
of historical conventions for the artist to use, as 
religious conventions were employed in medieval 
painting (p. V09)» 

The idea of a national mythological history to replace the 

outworn Classical and Christian sagas with a new version 

of the great poetic order which would use British figures for 

its symbols and thus increase general consciousness of the 

basic unity of art is the dream that Blake worked toward 

constantly. Such a mythology would be the archetype for 

lesser works, in the sense of a basic pattern. Its symbols 

would be archetypal by participation in the great poetic 

vision, by participation in the great national myth, bjr 

the embodiment of basic human experiences, and by prolifera-

tion of subsequent artistic figures modeled after them. 

Because each true artist penetrates back to the universal 

vision which Blake so carefully discerned and then expressed 

in his own language, Frye suggests, ". . . here the frame-
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or arclif'tym,! symbolism provided by Bleke say be of 

some value in trying to unify in our irdnds the symbolism 

of another poet" C;o» b27)* Thus the concept of ĉfoetGnae. 

as a broad artistic and critical unit develops• 

Zn narrower applications Frye uses the terra " archetypal" 

wore freely, usually in the sense of "basic pattern, " He 

•writes, Tor instance, of the way that Greek dramatists could 

ex pre,?mythological characters as human beings because the 

audiences "were already prepared to attach archetypal signi-

ficance" (p. *r19) to the religious and historical beliefs 

being presented# the ide? of "universality" is strongly 

implied, but any or perhaps all the other ueanings of arche-

t.yoe would be satisfactory# In relation to a co.oiaon basis 

for art symbolism, Fry? mentions the reaction one could have 

upon meeting "an archetypal symbol employed by Blake, Keats 

end Spenser In a few more poets" (p. U-27); the context at 

that point indicates that "archetypal" means the presence in 

s poen of & recognizably repeated element whose associations 

can be enriched or explained by reference to the use of a 

sinilar symbol by other poets whose treatment of the universal 

vision is somewhat clearer. And there is a use of "arche-

typal" in the sense of "complicating a similar meaning" in 

Frye * s explanation of what 31a.ke felt about imitation by one 

artist of the work of another# 

. . • the real relation to a predecessor is the com-
mon relation of both to the archetypal vision, The 
recroetion, for instance, of Leonardo*s Mona Lisa by 
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Pater is an attempt to bring out the archetypal sig-
nificance of that picture as a vision of what Blake 
calls a female will (p. 356). 

The exact definition of "archetypal" here depends on whether 

tta female will" is part of the universal vision that some-

times results in the persecution of witches or is instead 

a. primal essence of womanly personality. Although the context 

slightly favors the former, either interpretation would fit# 

Arranging the wording of a sentence or passage so that it 

can simultaneously express two or more meanings is in some 

situations both profound and significant, allowing a reader 

to sense the richness of possibilities* But in Fearful 

Syngas try the practice backfires when Frye begins to sum* 

atarize his points# 

Of course, those who are incapable of distinguishing 
between a recognition of archetypes and a Procrustean 
methodology which forces everything into a prefabri-
cated scheme would be well advised to leave the whole 
question alone (p* *+22). 

Although Frye does not mention it, the form of this cautionary 

notice resembles the warning that Jung gives to those who 

would try to evaluate literature on the basis of its arche-

typal significance# In Frye1s version, however, the warn-

ing advice can only be effective if the reader knows which 

meaning of archetype he fi tosupply to the word here, and the 

context gives no clues, That the distinctions in meaning 

are not particularly significant to Frye at this point in 

his career seems indicated by his neglecting to acknowledge 

the differences. 
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Besides M s us© of the term "archetype,1* Fry® exhibits 

extensive knowledge of mythology as "both psychological and 

anthropological phenomenon. As with his definitions of arch®-

type t he brings in bits of Information about primitive and 

artistic mythology when it helps to explain or parallels 

some area of Blake's thought. The only psychologist whoa 

Frye specifically names is Pre ad, invoked when the critic 

calls Blake*s Beulah "a Freudian land of dreams in which all 

images are erotic*1 Cp« 233) and again when he suggests that 

one segment of Blake*s mythology can be understood if the 

reader substitutes for Blake*s characters nthose of a newer 

myth of much the saw shape ,** £*£.• the Freudian libidoy ldT 

eat m m m m <P* 301). 

fhe relation of literature to the social sciences Frye 

formulates rather clearly* 

Anthropology tells us that the primitive imaginative 
gropings which take the forms of eeremonies and of 
myths developed to explain them show striking simi-
larities all over the world. Psychology tells us that 
these ritual patterns have their counterpart in 
dreams elaborated by the subconscious (p. k2k), 

fhe statement can be called neither Freudian nor Jungian, 

although the term "subconscious" is of Freud. Similarly, 

when frye explains that primitive rituals are formed to 

"recreate and humanize a phenomenon of nature in a work of 

art* and also to exercise some control over natural pro-

cesses (p. 296), he does so as general information. In the 

same way Frye uses references to many mythologies and to 
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recurrent forms generalised fpoa them, often to reinforce his 

description of a similar use of symbols in "'Slake# For instance, 

ht mentions that in mythologies a- flo:4 is often *the 

symbol of thrt end of e cycle , the pas sane from life through 

df»at.b into chaos • » • before the cycle turns cgain and 

the dragon-slaying hero reepoecrs on the scene"(p» 283)# In 

myths, he comments, generally the .aonster represents the 

noyers of dorkeess, of the urikr.awn, with all the horrors 

attributed that the imagination car, devise (p. 138). Ho 

compares Blake1s concept of the wrld as parts of the body 

of a God-man to the Yrair of the Icelandic Eddes, to Adam 

Kadmon of the Hebrew Apocrypha, to imagery in the ?edasf 

to th<* Egyptian nyth of Ojiris, and to the Greek stories of 

Dionysus In which occurs the spare, erost or ritual tearing 

aprrt of his body (p. 287). B^ such neans Northrop Prye 

demonstrates his extensive knowledge of primitive psychology 

end mythology without aligning himself with any particular 

school of thought in those fields. His subordinating all 

other sources to the vrritir gs of Blake can almost convince 

the reader that what va3.idr.tes the findings in all these 

fi.-lds is that Fry© has found thos in "'.lafcei 

Kost of Northrop f¥yels own reflections, especially 

tnose on the current stete of criticism and on the relevance 

of BlRke,s concept of an underlying universal vision in all 

of p.rt to the literary critic, come in the last eight pages 

of the book, interspersed anon,3 summary statements of 
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Blake's ideas* Even here there is occasional difficulty in 

identifying and separating Frye's paraphrasings of Blake 

from his own ideas# The main point about criticism now is 

that there is no unity in the field and that ", . . th© 

problem of achieving order without regimentation is before 

us" (p. *f?3 )• Such a unity of perspective was almost achieved 

In the Renaissance on the basis of th® Classics (p. *+20) and 

existed for the Western world during the Kiddle Ages when 

art, religion, and science most nearly blended into a 

unified view of life's patterns. Part of the problem Fry© 

connects with current critical attitudes, which encourage 

"response" to greet art without also insisting on intelligent 

thought such as Dante and Spenser expected their readers to 

use (p. *+22), The situation is especially noticeable in 

the field of mythopoeic or metaphysical art, where the 

Romantic influence still assures the critic that ", . • the 

mythopoeic faculty in art is subconscious, and that if one 

wishes to produce effective symbolism one must, as Johnson 

said of Ossian, abandon one's mind to it" (p. *+21)« Accord-

ing to Frye, the notion thrt reality In mythopoeic art can 

only be perceived by flashes of intuition is outdated (p, **21 ) 

and critics owe it to then-selves to rediscover or to form-

ulate their basic "language" and principles into some kind 

of cohesive structure. 

As could be expected, Blake provides many of the hints 

and directives that cause Frye to champion the idea of 
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unit/ in art. I la s;uiinarizos bhs concept no it evolves from 

llako. 

If v/e follow his o-.fi method, and J ntorpret this [idea 
of one original language and religion for all humanity] 
in imaginative Ins toad of historical terais, we have 
the doctrins that all syaholisa in all art and all 
religion is nutually intelligible among nil xacn, ami, 
th: t there is such a thing as an iconography of the 
1. • - ination (p. ?s-20)f 

Such on "iconography of the Pagination'* would aid the critic 

in porceiv:' n/; the r̂ latti xiship of a single work or group 

of works to universally human patterns of imaginative thought, 

Jlut "?ryo does not ro ly solely o: i Blake's ideas, even though 

Blake va~ a srJ as» Pvat'v'r, ke relctos the concept to cm*-

rent vork in ; 30 y choi o?y and the o +;r-.or s oc ial s c ienco 3 * 

In oar day psychology and antkropology have evoked 
great changes in oar study of literature strongly sug-
gestive of o, development in this direction, and 
of the symbols studied in the subconscioust the prim-
itive and the hieratic .rdnds ere expanding into patterns 
of great comprehensiveness, the relevance of which to 
llt^rrcriticism is not open to qnesti-n (p# KsM), 

iis psychology &nd rnthropolo-oy continue noving tow&rd 

hypothesizing a s i:?«rlo "basic i^ginatjvo pptt?rn of the 

hmuaii mirk, t?o Fry® suggests that litrrrpy critics should 

strive: for the yarae kind of unity based .m a stutfy of the 

archetypal pattern demonstrated in great vorks of art, "hich 

he suggests as the surest source of tns> pattern (p# 

As a more concrete oxanplG of the need for such a conception, 

Frye chooses the Orr.̂ k word ansnkeT very inadequately trans-

lated as "necessity'' in kngtish, a term of groat meaning 

and depth for the Greek tragedians and a \*ord for which 
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associations can only be reconstructed from its use in the 

dramas themselves# Further, Greek tragedy as such has its 

meaning according to "its '-elation to the context of all 

tragedy, the greet drama of death and redemption of which 

it forme a crucial episode" (p. *+28), That kind of evaluation 

demands a broad view of literature extending beyond tragedy 

alone, a view that can place tragedy in perspective as part 

of a larger whole. For this approach to literature Fry© 

uses the term anagogv. If*—and he does make his statement 

conditional—such unifying principles can be found, arche-

typal criticism of art may becone the integrated basis for 

all other types to start from. The concept appears to be 

one that Northrop Frye supports by reference to unspecified 

psychological work but derives directly and primarily from 

his own study of literature. 



CHAPTER THREE 

AIIATOHT OF CRITICISM 

That examination of Fearful Sybase tr.yf Frye's first 

book, shows no verifiable evidence of Jungian influence 

does not, of course, mean that Fryefs thinking does not in-

corporate any of Jung's psychology at a later time# The 

next major work of Fry©, Anatomy shows sig-

nificant changes in his literary theories. In its basic 

approaches to literature, Anatomr is an outgrowth of the 

Blake study; but Prye selects and defines specifically his 

own definition of archetype in a way considerably beyond the 

uncertainty of Fearful Symmetry, As this chapter also demon-

strates, in Anatomy of Criticism several ideas of Jung*s 

appear as Frye develops his structural approach to arche-

typal criticism; however, with only one major exception, 

Frye uses Jung as related to, not integrated into, his own 

critical theories• 

The same preconceptions about archetypes and archetypal 

criticism that had existed in 19^7 were active in 1957, the 

year in which Northrop Frye published Anatomy of Criticism* 

his most significant and controversial book. Because the 

term "archetype" was central to Anatomy &£ firlUclafflt it 

was immediately associated with Jung's Keening of the term* 
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an inherited, latent; form of unconscious mental reaction 

or survival pattern, residing in the human collective un-

conscious, which could be activated at times of unusual 

psychic stress and which could then be perceived by the 

conscious mind only as a projection onto external matter 

or processes or as images and actions appearing in dreams. 

Such an association thus made archetypal criticism a process 

of recognizing the basic psychic patterns or archetypal 

images as writers had expressed them in literature$ the critic 

even could employ Jungian terras like shadow. anlmaT vise, old 

man, and mand&la. Besides the assmaption of a Jungian 

approach, those who had read Frye's earlier work, 

>trvf and who associated the two books brought the 

author*s previous confused use of the term M archetype" to 

the new work; for them the word could be eatpected to mean 

at a minimum either a great poetic vision of the universal 

order from creation to apocalypse like those of Blake and 

of the Bible, or a prototype of something which could be 

the pattern for later copies. Those readers who brought 

such preconceptions to Anatomy of Criticism found that Frye 

not only had evolved an intricate and fairly complete frame-

work for literary criticism, but had also based that frame-

work primarily on his own definition of archetype, one which 

incorporated some of the varied applications in his earlier 

book but which also, and mostly, was original. Although 

study shows some variants of the principal definition, 
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including one v/hich can be called Jungian, Horthrop Frye'a 

main definition and use of archetype and consequently M s 

version of "archetypal criticism'5 in Anatomy &f gjiMffiiSS 

can hardly be traced to the ideas of Jung* As in .Fearful 

Symmetry, the meaning of archetype is Inseparable from the 

system of criticism built around it; and its facets Bust be 

discussed relative to that system* 

Among the indications of the central importance of the 

term "archetype" in Anatomr o£ 9s&.UsJlgJB is the fact that 

over half the book is an explanation of the concept and its 

application to literature, Another is that reviewers comment 

on the pervasiveness of the word# Kenneth Burke in Foetry*& 

review calls Frye*s archetype "the generative principle 

of his four essays# And apparently his belief in it Is what 

provides the ground for his other perceptions, which come 

thick and fast, and are often quite unusual in themselves#.» • * 

Frank Kermode is so conscious of the importance of the word 

that in his treatment of the book in at MiAfift 

he carefully and completely separates Frye15 use of arche-

type from that of Jung and that of Kaud Bodkin,2 whose 

book Archetypal Patterns in Poetry is based on the work of 

Jung# Most indicative, however, of the prominence of 

*Kenneth Burke- "The Encyclopaedic, Two Kinds of ,M 

PoetryT XCI (February, 1956), 32*+. 

2Fiank Kermode, "Review," Review of English Studies, 
X (August, 1959), 320-321. 
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in at ftdlUffAgB is t h e with which 

Frye defines the word and the extent of the applications 

he finds for it* 

Because the book itself Is not fully integrated! being 

four essays with a thematic unity based on attempts to find 

an overall pattern in literature and a schematic for dis-

cerning that pattern without the author*s trying to present 

a "system" as such, the division into four essays allows 

variations on even the basic concepts. Accordingly, the 

terra "archetype" has a general definition in the second 

essay, "Ethical Criticism Theory of Symbols," plus elab-

orations of that meaning in the third essay, "Archetypal 

Criticism* Theory of Myths," For the Initial meaning, 

Frye's use of symbol must be understood, because in the 

second essay "symbol as archetype" is foremost* The author 

explicitly defines 

• . • the word "symbol," which in this essay means 
any unit of any literary structure that can be 
isolated for critical attention* A word, a phrase, or 
an image used with some kind of special reference 
(which is what a symbol is usually taken to mean) are 
all symbols when they are distinguishable elements in 
critical analysis (p. 713*3 

The symbol is a unit on any level of critical attention, and 

the term can mean a letter if one is studying alliteration 

or a whole work such as a poem or book if one is viewing at 

P. 
from this book. 
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that level of literature. While the terminology may seen 

saiaevhe.t confusing, the confusion itself points up the 

need for better critical vocabulary which Frye notes as 

he adopts such moke-shift words. He speaks of the levels 

of symbols as phases: the literal or .descriptive phase 

relies on symbols as motifs or signs ; the formal phase is 

concerned with the symbol as a unit of form or as an imaged 

pattern for his work that the writer attempts to completej 

the mythical phase uses symbol ia its archetypal sense, the 

basic patterns that v/riters use through convention or by 

choice of genref patterns that recur throughout literature; 

and the anagogic phase requires the basic unit or symbol to 

be a vast apocalyptic vision, with each expression of it as 

a monadj a miniature or individual presentation of that order. 

The place of the term in this scheme somewhat clarifies arche-

type as Frye uses it. 

The symbol in this phase [mythical phase] is the 
communicable unit, to which 1 give the name archetypes 
that is, a typical or recurring Image* 1 mean by an 
archetype a symbol which connects one poem with another 
and thereby helps to unify and integrate our literery 
experience (p. 99), 

In this meaning the archetype can be a recurring theme, 

like the sea's cruelty or heroic valor; a recurring form, 

like the ballad or the elegy; a recurring story, like the 

heroic quest; or even a recurring use of certain images in 

a given context, like the gray, cold sea, leafless trees, 

and bare rocks in an expression of grief or death, Frye's 
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archetype is generally characterized toy two wordss asso» 

elation and convention* As he points out, 

Archetypes are associative clusters, and differ 
from signs in being complex variables* Within the 
complex is often a large number of specific learned 
associations which are co&municable because a large 
number of people in a given culture happen to be 
familiar with them (p. 102)* 

An archetype has many associations# a different set for each 

parson who contacts it. Such associations can vary from 

culture to culture, as for instance in the differing at-

titudes toward the dragon, which Is usually Inimical in 

Europe but is regarded as friendly in China# Some such 

associations are learned generally in a culture and become 

conventionalj that is, an author by convention knows that 

certain images or figures are expected to appear as he 

works with a given subject if he wishes to communicate 

broadly. Frye suggests that this hypothetical question 

could have governed Hilton as he wrote "Lycidas"8 "Hov 

does poetry require that such e subject be treated?" (p, 97). 

Whether consciously or unconsciously, the writer is subject 

to convention; and his response is a recreation of patterns 

already used, A,.&, archetypes. Accordingly, "recurrent 

unit" or "recurrent pattern" can be a useful, though over-

simplified, synonym of Prye•s archetype. At the same time, 

however, writers can attempt purposely to complicate, con-

fuse, or reverse the normal associations of archetypes; such 

techniques can interfere with communication, Fiye *s idea 
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of the sic purpose of literature (p* 103), hut can also 

allow the author to express ideas which society might con* 

ctemn as irregular" or immoral if presented more "baldly (p, 1565# 

Tims in his attempts to "3ho-*- ewplrio&lly h w conventional 

archetype;- ^et embodied in conventional genres* (p. 293 )j 68 

veil as other tasks thet he sets for hir-isolfFrye indicates 

"that archetypes are most easily studied in highly convention-

alized literaturet that is, for the most part, naive, prim-

itive , and popular literature" (p« 1C*0. Frye*s principal 

definition of archeti/oe, includes then communicB'bllity, 

association, convention, and recurrence; his sore special-

ized uses of the term mostly vary the relative importances 

of these characteristics. 

The first slightly narrowed application of archetype 

occurs in the second essay and through the rest of the book# 

An archetype is often a recurrent pattern—a sequence of 

adventures or experiences, an over-all fornu In his 

"Polemical Introduction" Northrop Frye refers to "primitive 

formulas," perhaps a suitable rephrasing for this use of 

JYT 

¥0 next realize that the relation of later literature 
to these primitive formulas is by no means purely 
one of complication, as we find the primitive formulas 
reappearing in the greatest classics—in fact there 
seems to he a general tendency on the part of great 
classics to revert to them (p , 1 7 ) , 

The reappearance of such formulas is one of Frye *s postulates! 

and when he uses the Bible along with Classical mythology as 
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"a grammar of literary archetypes"(p. 135)t refers as 

often to stories or to large sections of the Bible f s he 

does to parallelled Images or figures# Because his approaches 

to literature are broad, the use of archetype with reference 

to patterns is frequent. Frye*s noting of "the archetypal 

tragedy of the green and golden world, the loss of innocence 

of Mam and Eve" (p. 220), includes the whole episode, not 

just the moment of fateful decision* Within this usage on© 

can almost include the anrthoi of the third essay, the basic 

arrangement of elements in tragic, comic, romantic, and 

ironic ("realistic") narratives. The same general attitude 

seems implied when Fry© comments on the great encyclopaedic 

structures like the Bibles "Such works are definitive myths, 

or complete organizations of archetypes"(p. 121). The 

archetypes would tend to be all the lesser stories and literary 

patterns contained within the great structure. The emphasis 

is still on literery recurrence, but in its broader aspect. 

The second and more frequent specialized sense of 

archetype is in its use to name a recurrent image or pro-

totype vith connotations of individuality or restriction 

rather than of broader sequences and cycles. It is in this 

context that Frye most often speaks of archetypes as images 

linking together poems or other works within a convention, 

that being his overall basis for finding unity in literature 

(p. 100). Using a semblance of Frye1s own terminology, one 

could call this second variation "image as archetype" and the 
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first variation "pattern as crchetype." The roeder's c one clous 

or unconscious recognition of the repeated use of images or 

figures of speech in similar situations is one of his most 

"basic reactions to literature* 

• * * we shall find thct oxpf-ndin̂  images into con-
ventional archetypes of literature is a process that 
takes ̂plr.ee unconsciously in all our reeding. A syra-
hoi like the sea or the heath cannot remain within 
Conrad or Hardy: it is bound to expand over many works 
into an archetypal symbol of literature as a. whole (p.100X 

In this use of the term, archetype emphasizes convention 

and the reader's part in establishing it, with examples 

mostly based on concrete, isdatable figures, shapes, or 

incidents• In such wise, Frye notes that the archetype of 

epiphany or enlightenment on a mountain-top has survived the 

Ptolemaic cosmology on which it was based and can be seen, 

for instance, in Ibsen*s Wjjgn W& Awaken and in Virginia 

Woolf*s central concept of So. the. Lighthouse (p# 206). Sim-

ilarly Frye exemplifies the tendency of tragedy to break up 

the family and oppose its members to society and cites "the 

tragic archetype of Antigone"(p. 218). Another employment of 

in the sense of an individual element comes when 

Frye identifies 

the Ouphale archetype, the man bullied or dominated 
by women, which has been prominent in satire all 
through its history, and embraces a vast area of con-
temporary humor, both popular and sophisticated (p. 2?9\ 

Such an archetype is only a single relationship! even though 

it may provide the theme or a isinor theme in a literary work, 

the connotation is that of an isolated event or figure. On© 
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more example along the same line is called the "flood arch®* 

type," in which a great disaster overwhelm all of society 

but leaves a small group to begin life again (p. ?03 )• The 

implication is that of a single event, not of s broad pattern, 

almost as if in naming the event one isolates it as a sep-

arate entity. A different form of the individualized arche-

type appears in "an ambivalent female archetype"(p. 322), 

soiae times good or sometimes evil, unpredictable and almost 

undefinable, whose presence often narks the end of a cycle 

of activity or of nature. As his examples prove, within 

his broader definition of the archetype as a communicable, 

recurring symbol often appearing in conformance to conven-

tional association patterns, Northrop Fryo varies the exact 

application of the term to cover both recurrent patterns and 

recurrent images, although in its broadest cense the basic 

definition does include both. 

Development of the principal definition of the arche-

type in a slightly different direction results in what Fry© 

calls the archetypal level of literature and the archetypal 

symbol, the symbol being operative mostly on that like*-

named level. In these and other generalizations the author 

uses synecdoche and includes all works of literature when he 

speaks of poetry or art. The archetypal level treats poetry 

as "an artifact of human civilization" (p« 1J+5)> where poetry 

is above all "still useful and functional"(p. 115)» Such a 
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level is compared to the analogic phase or level, where 

poetry Is a part of culture and is riot subject to the re-

strictions of society, no longer needing to be purposely 

didactic? instructional, or otherwise "practiesl»
n Such a 

use of the term "archetypal" emphasises Its qualities of 

eommmiicabillty and broad conventional association* Crit-

ical work in this phas* can still tend to let moral or 

ethical purposes be the over-riding criteria; and authors 

working at this level tend to interpret nature in terns of 

humanity, finding civilized human significance in natural 

processes and objects, Frye defines "archetypal symbol" 

vrlthln this context# 

An archetypal symbol is usually a natural object with 
a human meaning, and it forms part of the critical view 
of art as a civilized product, a vision of the goals of 
human work (p, 113), 

The artist interprets natur© for other members of his so-

ciety, while civilization proceeds about its purpose of 

forcing nature Into human forms, &.&• farms, gardens, and 

cities# For the poet who serves his civilization, nature Is 

to be explained in human terms and exploited for the good 

and glorification of humanity# "Archetype as artifact" can 

almost describe this level, although not without some dis-

tortion* 

As a corollary to the archetypal symbol, Frye introduces 

slightly later in the book the archetypal saetanhor. Again 

the word "archetype" refers to the individualized recurrence 
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in literature but to one which is less dependent on social 

convention and more the result of authorial ingenuity or 

inspiration# Frye pointedly distinguishes between the arefae* 

typal symbol end the archetypal metaphor. 

Archetypr.lly, where the symbol is an associative 
cluster, the metaphor unites two individual images, each 
of which is a. specific representative of a class or 
genus# Archetypal metaphor thus involves the use of 
what hes been called the concrete universal, the in-
dividual identified with its class. Wordsworth's "tree 
of many one" (p. 12̂ -5. 

As in a Chinese ideogram and, in the most primitive association-

al forms, two entities are held to be each other, the 

standard operation of a metaphor; but, being a concrete 

universal, each of those entities represents and actually 

embodies within itself all others of its own kind. With 

archetypes as its two elements, the metaphor Itself becomes 

archetypal; that is, it makes a statement of interchangeable 

identity that holds for every variation of either of the 

component terms, as Frye's example demonstrates. 

The identity of the human body and the vegetable 
world gives us the archetype of Arcadian imagery, of 
Marveil's green world, of Shakespeare's forest comedies, 
of the world of Robin Hood and other green men who 
lurk in the forests of romance, the last the counter-
parts In romance of the metaphorical myth of the tree-
god (p. 1¥+). 

The basic identification of the human body and the world of 

vegetation, with all the cyclical parallels and analogies 

implied, can be observed in literature from the most prim-

itive to the most sophisticated works, all examples of what 

Fry© calls an archetypal metaphor. Naturally, the communicative 
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"value of the metaphor varies according to the degree that 

readers can perceive and respond to the basic identification. 

One admitted and complete exception in the use of his 

basic definition of archetype Northrop Fry© makes in naming 

archetypal mas one late in the book, The masque form of 

drama, in which music and spectacle become very important, 

includes most movies and son® of the highly sophisticated 

psychological dramas now produced, especially in Europe, 

The archetypal masque tends to detach itself from normal 

time and space, with its setting "becoming sinister, even 

demonic or nightmarish, and always with purposive evocation 

of loneliness (p. 290)# 

Haturally, with such a setting, characterization 
has to break down into elements and fragments of per* 
sonalities, This is why I call the form the archetypal 
masque, the word archetype being In this context used 
in Jung's sense of an aspect of the personality capable 
of dramatic projection (p. 291)• 

Although the accuracy of his use of Jung's ideas is a mat-

ter for later comment, Northrop Frye does relinquish in the 

one instance of the archetypal masque his own definition 

of the archetype in favor of a Jungian definition which some 

might have expected him to be using all through the work. 

As might he surmised, however, Northrop Frye relies 

upon his own general meaning for archetype as a recurrent 

element or structure in literature when he formulates the 

role of the archetypal critic in literature# Toward de-

lineating this role the whole book is planned, and the re-

sultant principles are these* the archetypal critic 
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«'.scertains the "boundaries of literature and its structural 

pattern from a study of literature itself, without reliance 

upon what Frye calls "deterrainis&s"; and the archetypal 

critic works to "break down barriers within the field of 

literary criticism, attempting to show how for instance the 

historical critic, the textual critic, and the psychological 

critic all contribute to a unity which none of them alone 

can achieve. The problem of determinisms is an ever-present 

one for the archetypal critic, especially because other 

fields have already developed their structural approaches# 

It is iuueh easier, then, for the critic to rely on external 

patterns of perhaps history or economics to find order in 

literature, much as for centuries grammarians relied on 

Latin graramatical rules to explain and organize the English 

language« with such misdirection in Kind, Frye speaks 

boldly about 

• . . what in history is called determinism, where a 
scholar with a special interest in geography or eco-
nomics expresses that interest by the rhetorical device 
of putting his favorite study into a causal Relation-
ship with whatever interests hi::, less# It would be 
easy to compile a long list of such determinisms* all 
of then, whether Farxist, Thoiaist, liberal-humanist, 
neo-Classical, Freudian, Jungian, or existentialist, 
substituting a critical attitude for criticism, all 
proposing, not to find a conceptual framework for 
criticism within literature, but to attach criticism 
to one of a miscellany of frameworks outside it (p. 6)» 

Frye sees the archetypal critic as the one* who can best find 

the inherent order of literature without reverting to other 

fields to explain why or to contribute more than small 
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epipiuades or areas of enlightenment. Ror does the arche-

type! critic rely on what an individual writer Judges about 

his ovm significance or his mm place in a tradition or in 

literi'titre. The stetei-ient on this point sounds slightly 

pompous., but It is clear, 

tn archetypal critleis:at the poet*s conscious know-
ledge is considered only so far as the poet may allude 
to or Imitate other poets (Msources"5 or make a deliber-
ate use of a convention# Beyond that, the poet's control 
over his poem stops with the poem. Only the archetypal 
critic can be concerned with its relationship to the 

rest of literature (p, 100), 

While the writer who consciously uses convention or arche-* 

typ&! elements In his mirk may Indeed be able to relate them 

to other- literature, M s uncorscious achievements and the 

total accoi.'iplisliment require an aninvolved perspective 

which the archetypal critic can provide. However, in 

achieving this perspective, the archetypal critic does not 

customarily usurp the role of the anagogic critic, who 

attempts to see literature as a whole by iwing outside it 

into, at; it were, another diiueusion (rather than merely Into 

another field, as at lestit one critic of Frye has implied 

was inevitable and therefore contradictory)1*! rather, he 

studies literature from the inside in terms of its recurrent 

structural elements--cowriuni cable symbols, as Prye often calls 

them. 

Vivian Herder, "A Synoptic View of Criticism." 
Commonvep.lr IXV1 (September 20, 1957), 618, 
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And as the archetype is the communicable symbol, arche-
typal criticism is primarily concerned with literature 
as a social fact and as a mode of coiamuni cat ion • By 
the study of conventions and genres, it attempts to 

fit poems into the body of poetry as a whole (p. 99)* 

As is implied by the term "social fact," the archetypal 

critic does not seek causes except perhaps incidentally. 

By synecdoche ?rye includes all kinds of literature within 

the words "poem" arid "poetry," According to Frye, the 

critic or scholar who continues to work without "being con-

scious of the? archetypal nature and shape of literature re-

stricts himself to efforts without end and ultimately with-

out direction (p, 3*f £)• 

Because archetypal criticism is concerned with discern-

ing the recurrent elements of literature, it naturally 

works most easily in what Prye calls "the mode of romance, 

when the interchange of ballads, folk tales, and popular 

stories was at its easiest"(p« 116). At the level of 

romance, in which myths are presented in a slightly "displaced" 

form, that is, with heroes and actions depicted as somewhat 

nearer to normal experience but still recognizably miraculous 

and "supernatural," patterns .ore clearest; and from there 

the shape of br.sic character and action elements, for example, 

can be identified in other, more realistic modes, where the 

accumulation of factual detail and the adjustment to accord 

with experience are more extensive. For such purposes Frye 

adapts the Aristotelian words mvthos and dlanoift plus the 

words ritual and dream, which are normally associated with 
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anthropology and psychology respectively. 

# . • the narrative aspect of literature is a re-
current act of symbolic communication: in other words 
a ritual, Narrative is studied by the archetypal 
critic as r i tua l or imitation of human action as a 
whole, and not merely as a mimesis nr&xeos or imi-
tation of j&n action, Similarly, in archetypal criticism 
the significant content I-? the conflict of desire and 
reality which hes for its basis the work of the 
dream (pp. 1Oh—1Oy). 

Trie ©craning of "symbolic" here is l^rye's, the b?sie unit 

for any level of study, wSignificant* is "better under-

stood as "meaningfulj!f beinr* related to the concept of 

dianoiat or total meaning, part of which is conventional 

Escocl&tion and part personal response, part expressible 

and part not, "Dream*1 here is related to the work of the 

imagination in visualising and transforming experience and 

includes conscious and unconscious efforts, Frye mentions 

the work of Frazer and of Jung in connection with arche-

typal .study of ritual and dream at this point, but mostly 

as sources of interesting ideas and even then with constant 

warnings about determinism (pp, 108-109). 

The two elements, ritual and dream (or archetype.lly, 

ra.vthos and dianoia), unite in the myth, which Frye finds as 

"giving meaning to ritual and narrative to dream (p. 107), 

Throughout the discussion of archetypal criticism Frye uses 

the elements "recurrence" and "des i rewhich approximate 

the most pertinent parts of ritual and drfam, naming there-

fore the archetypal aspects of mvthos and 
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K/th, which unites the two parts, also becomes in a 

narrower sens ° the tern sty-'.;has in the third essay of Anatomy 

of CrltlclsTi; "Archetypal Criticisms Theory of !'yths,M in 

which Trye examines end groups p. widely representative assort-

ment oT writings -according to the basic myth, or pattern of 

desire and recurrence, in each* ?he result is four mythoit 

nythos of tragedy, aiythos of comedy, laythos of irony, and 

raythos of romance, Ultimately Frye suggests that the four 

••uythoif arranged schematically with comedy opposite tragedy 

anu irony (in the sense of absolute subordination of myth to 

experience) opposite romance, form of themselves a central 

unifying myth or structural forri for narrative literature, 

a cyclical quest-iay !ih the component phases of which merge 

into adjoining forms in a sequence which Frye carefully 

charts, 

Agon or conflict is the "basis or archetypal theme 
of romance, the radical of romance being a sequence of 
marvelous adventures, Pathos or catastrophe, whether 
in triumph or in defeat, is the archetypal theme of 
tragedy, S^arsgmos, or the sense that heroism and 
effective action are absent, disorganized or foredoomed 
to defeat, and that confusion and anarchy reign over 
the world, is the archetypal theme of irony and satire, 
jtoa.giiQ.r,i.s.is j or recognition of a newborn society rising 
in triumph around a still somewhat loysterious hero and 
his bride, is the archetypal theme of comedy (p. 192), 

The development of the concept of a central pattern for all 

Narrative literature is by no means the only result of ex-

tensive archetypal criticism, but it is perhaps the most 

spectacular. Its gradual appearance in Anatomy 2JL P.yiUsAatt 

demonstrates the basic approach of the archetypal critic. 
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vho works within literature to fine th* ordec Inherent there# 

While ?r/i can and does flierfci.n that this central quest-

roiaance pattern has analog! :z in the discoveries of ?razer 

End Jun̂ ;(p. 1S3)» he dees not use the external fields to 

guide his thought* Above all, the archetypal critic mast 

"be autonomous in literature, 

Ls the xore frequent mentioning of his name hss pro-

bably shown, Jung is considerably more prominent in Anatomy 

pf Criticism than in Frye1 s earlier book, Fearful SrrLnietrr. 

If: his rnotes et the end of •?-natoruyt the rutbor remarks on 

the high degree of development of archetypal criticism in 

English writings end ruentions Keud Bodkin, a weH*toown 

adaptor of Jung's theories, as one of the leaders. Fore 

specifically, Jung's book Psychology and Alcheix/ is cited 

as e good source for alchemical symbolism, this being in 

relation to Prye1s discussion of archetypal symbols in 

apocalyptic .literature. Similarly Frye suggests a compar-

ison of his idea of a unifying' central quest myth in nar-

rative literature with Jung's Symbols of Transformat!ont 

the reference probably being to the dreaa adventures detailed 

there as zxnifestations of a psychic quest. The last men-

tion of Jung in the notes comes relative to the critic's 

mention of studies of the &yths of the birth of a hero, 

one version of vrhich is Essays toward & Science of Mythology 

by C* G-, Jung and Ceroly Xerenyi • Other brief references to 

Jung come in the text itself, where for instance Frye suggests 
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that vJ'iV &rclietvp;,,i critic al,-;ht br; interested in Prater's 

vork or. prin&tive ritur.l ir- Tfho C-oldnr. ôngii and in Jung's 

*vorlc on primitive dreeing (p. He notes that Jerrys 

Joyce in ?ln^.o4s soite of the dream Investigation* 

or Frouu goid Jup£ Cp, ?77) aiv.1 tfvt ?c;tr«£oid,.st« of the 

heroic -jr [<sst ofter. are figures of parental origin, the 

hc-n&v.>X<~nt eoimterpg rts of vhieii appear in tho psychological 

quests of Treud ani Jung 'p» 193)* ^ "pacific recognition 

of Jans coiaes as Try* nph>lds the archr-t/pal criticfs interest 

in mi-il? the iiupcr-sonal or non-perrona! elanents of liter** 

at lire, 

Thi3 emphasis on impersonal content has been developed 
by Jung and his school, where the communicability oi 
arc.Y? types is accounted for by a theory of a collect-
ive unconscious—-an unnecessary hypothesis in literary 

critic is a, so far as I can jtid?'e (ppt 111-112). 

Jilthoiî h Fry© -does not elaborate further, the reason for 

Jung's collective unconscious theory's "being "unnecessary" 

for literary criticise is that Prye is working --nth literary 

archetypesj empirically derived recurrent elements in liter-

ature, the source or sources of which ars not his concernj 

but Jung is studying psychological archetypes from literature 

and elsewhere| the source of which is perhaps his greatest 

concern* Frye is avoiding Jung's system, a "determinism!*; 
0 y 

but delineating the bases of separation makes his attitude 

more meaningful# 

The same general attitude of tributary non^lnvolvemant 

s ens to characterize Frye's main use of Jung's ideas: the 
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study iS the q;i$&t-ro!u>.nce. "aoh t•.&!<? «>f the romance! 

viiether as a-: arch« typ,.X sc r':hosf a dicc^a, a fietion&l nar-

rative, or a jn^l iode, point;- up itu b;/r>ic element 

to V? o he .'vie que:-!; 03- ̂ Ivisyitv.re In a sap.-i-naturaly etfen, 

superhuman vorld, type of <i '.est Is *> sft of -Tung's 

:?tui1lnsj there he cells it th* psychic quent end accounts 

for Its presence in art and literature by migee • ting that 

the Kind unconsciously pr-j^cts ?ts activities onto the 

thirds ground it. Indeed? for "both Trye and Juns, the 

inoro Irac.lful and the ler?s "replistie" a writer allows him-

self to he j the nore clearly JI:1 > productions vrill show arch#* 

types, though they are literary for the critic and psychic 

for til*.' psychologist, The romance as a narrative mode is 

the IvJ-'st realistic level except for pure myth, as' Frye 

sees it, 

The romancer does not attempt to create "real "people11 

so much as stylized figures which expand into psycho-
logical archetypes. It is in rosiance that vrc find 
Jungts libido, anima. and shadov reflected in the 
hero, heroine, and villain respectively (p. 3Ĉ *)» 

Although th.e basic hypothesis here is not directly contrary 

to JungJs meanin.es for his terms , neither is it truly in 

accord 'with Jung's ideas. While the libido indeed often 

appeere as the hero in the queet-myth, the projection of 

the aniino is basically inconsistent and ambivalent, a fas-

cinating blend of good and evil thrt is not normally connected 

with the heroine of o romance . In a sirailar t.rayf the shadow 

an a Jangian psychic element is not all "bad; it may be darlcf 
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acrstOTloiis 9 and evtm f± Lghteriiu^, on'; not noeessarily evil 

in the "arc/ that SVye's idcntifyliig it viih a villain of 

romance se'tjis to Xni>ly# Th discussing the romance node or 

narrative, frye also calls Spenser1 s Duessa a "terrible 

mother"(p. 196) artel V>ua].cespeare's Prosper© a "wise old 

mrf (p# 1?5), Loth usa^«s representing the sv.mc l:ind of 

adaptation of Jungian terminology without any mention of 

the psychological Inaccuracies involved. Even when openly 

crediting the psychologist, I'orthro;; IPrye apparently uses 

only psrts of Junr1 s hypotheses about human psychological 

archetypes end docs not clistrrct- either himself or the reader 

"by detailing the distortions or inaccuracies of the result-

ant impression of Jung and his work# 

Although the use of tiling is an innovation, much of 

M m & s m °£ is a direct outgrowth of Fearful 

gygmtry. looked at in this way, Anatomy represents the 

second stt-ge of many of Fryers theories that were in the 

earlier book# The hypothesis of the archetype in literature 

and of the literary critic as an archetypal critic are the 

most obvious carry-overs, but also present is a repeat of 

fryefs quiet admission that a relationship may indeed exist 

between literature and psychology. From the multiplicity of 

meanings for the word archetype In the Blake study, including 

the archetype as a giant poetic vision of universal order 

and again as a reproduceable pattern or image, Prye educes 

the concept of the archetype as a communicable symbol or 
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element, a fieiinition wiiich includes hoth the ish«a of pattern 

end iiuage and of any other fund&<u©nt&l critical eleiuent 

studied, Blake's idea of a ousie apocalyptic unity among 

artists Decodes the prime tenet of anagogic criticise, while 

his suggestion of a mythological unity among all peoples is 

metaaorpnosed and expanded 07 frye into the field of arche-

typal criticism, wherein the critic studies only literature 

to detert-.ane its elemental structural unity, stylistically, 

too, trie hooks relate; for as in Fearful syainetry. ?rye 

shreds definitions and comparisons, distributing the pieces 

as they are relevant; to the discussion of flake's work, so 

in Anatamy of Criticism Frye usea only those portions of 

other thought systems r.nd disciplines which relate direct-

ly to his noint and ignores what he cannot use iraiiiediately, 

of which attitude his treatment of Jung is a good example. 

Especially noticeable is a similarity of goals for literary 

criticism; the literary critic is to be conscious of his 

participation in an order greater than that within the 

individual work or writer* But most of all, the critic is 

to operate autonomously, turning only to literature rather 

than to related fields to evolve his standards for judging* 

The outlines of this position appear at the end of Fearful 

Synaaetrv. hut they become the unifying theme of the four 

essays of Anatomy of Criticise^ from its "Polemical Intro-

duction" through to the end. of its "Tentative Conclusion#" 
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Since 1957, the year thet Anatomy of Criticism ap-

peared, Northrop Prye has published four books end various 

articles. Of his shorter pieces, only one, "The Road of 

Sxc€s.3n in Be mice Slote *s collection of critical writings 

Myth and SymbolT coraraents on the field of archetypal 

criticism itself, and even then the article is more a 

study of the development of the theories than of their com-

ponents • The four "books, which flight be expected to develop 

further the ideas in Frye's major work, generally concentrate 

on rewording or rephrasing those Ideas, with special at-

tention to the study and subtle variations of genres and 

literary language. Of the four volumes. Fables of Identity 

(1963) provides some clarification of Frye * s archetypal 

theories by its inclusion of ar. article on liter:- ry archetypes 

published before Anatomy. Also, gables of Identity Is the 

only one of the four vorks to mention Jung or his work on 

archetypes even as a point of interest,let alone 0.1 a con-

tributor to Frye*3 ideas, Thus in th:- eight yerrs covered 

by his chief publications since Anatomy of Criticism ("She 

Ho ad of Excess," T-'.yth and Symbol. 1963 5 The Well-Tempered. 

Critic. T. 1963 j Fables o£ Identity, 1963$ The. Ed tic a ted 

8*+ 
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it 1961+ • g PerspectiveT 1965) Frye has 

devoted himself to clarifying the terms of his archetypal 

theories, to exploring the areas of genre study and literary 

language as pertinent to literary criticism, and to demon-

strating the application of M s basic theories to literature, 

without much attention to outside sources like Jung and 

mostly without any reference even to the word "archetype" 

itself* 

In some ways the article "The Road of Excess" as pub-

lished in Myth and g.yiabol typifies and paces Northrop Fryefs 

book publications since Anatomy Criticism^ The ideas 

within it are not new; if not directly stated, they are at 

least implicit in the earlier work. Some of the concepts 

are reworded, and some are clarified in the process. For 

the most part, however, the material is repeated from earlier 

work, especially in this article, which lacks even the ap-

plication of Frye*s familiar techniques to new material. As 

a preface to Frye»s article, the editorial Introduction is 

misleading, for Miss Slote emphasizes Frye's connection with 

archetypal criticism. 

Jo Mr. Frye, through his work on Blake in Fearful 
symmetry and his compendium of critical theory in 
|laa|»y & Criticism, is generally attributed the 
beginning of interest in archetypal studies In 
literature,' 

• , ^ J B e r n l ? e 3 1 o t e» e d l t o r> Myth and Symbol (Lincoln, Nebraska, 
1963), p. vi. ' 
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The article itself, however, purports in Frye13 words to 

"examine what has been so far a mere assumption, the actual 

connecting links between my study of Blake and my study of 
O 

the theory of criticism,"*- Noticeably, he does not speak 

of "archetypal" criticism, and the article does not even 

contain the word. The treatment of links is quite general, 

frequently a repetition of derivations that Frye had clearly 

labeled in M m O£ Criticism? for instance, in the article 

Frye notes that the dlanoia of a literary work is at least 

partially implied in its total structure and cannot be para* 

phrased, and he cites Blake for support$3 the point is the 

same one that he made in Matomy of Criticism,, also with 

Blake as his reference. The main difference is that in 

Anatomy Frye included a specific quotation1* but used only a 

general statement in the article. The chief value of this 

article appears in the reworded terminology, which is sub-

dued in nature and tone. What he called "archetype" in the 

earlier work he here calls "a projection of the theme," 

which the critic is conscious of having met before 5 the 

story is "one of an infinite number of possible ways of 

2Northrop Frye. "The Road of Excess," Myth and Symbols 
edited by Bernlce Slote (Lincoln, Nebraska, 1%3)/p. 3, 

3Frye, "Excess," p, 1U-. 

^Northrop Frye, %iatomy of Criticism (Princeton, 1957), 
p. 11v* 
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getting to the theme."5 Thus one major critical response 

should be that of establishing the story's convention and 

its genre.^ The approach seems considerably less evangelical 

than before. Frye also clarifies the relationship between 

narrative and theme. Including the tera anagnorisis. 

narrative in literature may also be seen as theme. 
and theme narrative, but narrative seen as a si-
multaneous unity# At a certain point in the narra-
tive, the point which Aristotle calls .anagnorisis, or 
recognition, the sense of linear continuity or par-
ticipation in the action changes perspective, and 
what wc now see la a total design or unifying structure 
in the narrative.' 

Even without examples, this definition Is clear and can 

be applied, without the hesitation that Frye * s earlier us© 

of the synonym "discovery" for anagnorisis produced* One 

other area Frye clarifiest the relationship of allegory to 

commentary• Allegory is one context of literature, "where the 

total meaning of the literary work is seen in relation to 

other forms of significance, such as moral ideas or his-

torical events."® In some writings, "technical allegories" 

15.ke The Pilgrim's Progress, this external meaning provides 

continuity*9 Frye feels that beeruse commentary Most fre-

quently relates a work to historical events or moral ideals, 

such efforts allegorize the literature.^® While this 

opinion appears in Anatomy of Criticism, the thought pro-

cess behind it Is revealed in this article. Like the 

rye, "Excess," p* 1% 6Ibld» 

r / M . } PP* 7 - 1 8 M m P . 1 3 . 

9lbid. 1°Ibld. 
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four books that also succeed Anatony? "The Road of Excess
11 

contributes little that is new in .Prye1 s thought and floes 

not treat archetypal criticism as such; but the article 

does prove valuable in clarifying some of the approaches and 

concepts introduced in the earlier work. 

Although not even as helpful in explicating existing 

theories as the article just mentioned, Frye*s hook The 

Well-Tempered Critict which also appeared in 1963, is in-

teresting as a development in a direction rather perfunc-

torily treated in Anatomyt the relationship of rhetoric 

and the spoken language to literature and its critics and 

teachers* As the title indicates by its allusion to the 

tempering of a keyboard so that all the notes will relate 

harmoniously even though some sacrifice in tonal accuracy 

is necessary, the book is concerned with sound, with the 

connections between the spoken language and the written 

language. This book does not employ the word "archetype" 

at all; even the concept of archetypal criticism does not 

appear until near the end of the volume, and then in a muted 

repetition of the "recurrent structural elements" definition. 

The more we know about literature, the more clearly 
its interconnecting structural principles appear t 
the conventions that link characters in O'daaey with 
characters of the same type and function in Aristophanes $ 
the genres common to Shakespeare and Sophocles, to Proust 
and Lady Kurasaki; the myths that connect contemporary 
poets with ancient classics.'' 

11 Northrop Frye, Tfcg, Critic (Bloomington, 
Indiana, 1963) , pp. 
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Tilt; archetypal approach 1? developed, no further, and eHen 

this appearance is a subordinate part of Frye*s standard 

plea for a disinterested study of literature by critics in 

addition to the standard "experience" or "reaction" approach. 

Instead, Frye uses the book to suggest three "basic rhythms 

in Englishs pros© (continuous), poetry (discontinuous), 

and verbal association (conversational, intermittent)# These 

sane three rhythms appear in writing in sentence, verse, 

and broken agglomerative forms, respectively, la addition, 

Frye hypothesizes three levels of expression in literature, 

with "hieratic" and "demotic" specializations in each# How-

ever, in none of these developments does he mention psychology 

or Jung, even when he reiterates an idea carried from Blake 

through Anatomyr that poets do not really shape their poems 

consciously, but seem almost "observers of a largely in-

voluntary process."^ The only reference to a psychologist 

in the book is one comparison of euphuism to the Freudian 

theory that humor is the result of displaying openly some 

subconscious processes that are usually suppressed, and 

the comparison is not extended further. The Well^Tecroered 

Critic can be considered a development of the study of 

rhetoric begun in the fourth chapter of Anatomy o;? Criticism, 

but it really does nothing to advance Frye's case for the arche-

type as a basis of literary criticism, 

12Ibid.t p. 1M>.
 13Ibid. . pp. 119-120. 1*+Ibld. r p. 66. 
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The second volume by Frye to appeal in 1963, Fables &£ 

I&MliSXi to M t M M t e t e S f *• the only on© 

since ' Anatomy to deal specifically with archetypal criticism 

and the only one to refer specifically to C. §, Jung on 

any point whatsoever, fhe work is a collection of essays 

published Variously elsewhere, of which all but two are 

no.qt-Anstcaav. The first four essays tend to be theoretical! 

and the first two, wfhe Archetypes of Literature" and "Myth, 

Fiction, and Displacement," pertain directly t® Frye'g 

basic postulates about archetypal criticism and about myth 

criticism, names of approaches which combine in practice but 

not in firyt's terminology. As sight be expected, because 

"The Archetypes of Literature11 was written in 1951 as frye's 

first direct suggestion that archetypes exist in literature, 

large sections of the article are recognizable parts of 

imtmm Ql especially of the "Polemical Intro* 

duet Ion#* However, about *Myth, Fiction, and Pis placement*1 

Fry® consents that it •states my central principle about 

•myth criticism*t that myth is a structural element in 

literature because literature as a whole is a displaced 

mythology." the Statement Is a recognizable repetition 

of the Idea presented In Anatomy of CrltlclamT where Frye 

traces the mrthol of tragedy, comedy, irony, and romance 

1 W t h r o p Frye t fa&Mg, &£.MmtiU* S M S M la £ m U & 
ftltetea (New fork, 1963), p. 1. 
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through the five levels or nodes of fiction to demonstrate 

the principle of displacement. The article essentially 

reviews those parts of Anatomy that present the principles 

of the study of literature as displaced raythology, but with-

out the elaborate terminology of the earlier work and its 

consequent "blueprint" effect# Although the ideas are not 

new, the attitude is 5 as in the article in Myth and Sj 

Prye loses some of the evangelistic fervor of Anatomy. He 

speaks of myth criticism as "a supplementary form of criticism 

which can examine the total design of fiction as something 

, 1 F\ 

which Is neither mechanical nor of secondary importance .w 

In the earlier volume, myth criticism as one part of arche-

typal criticism is "central" to literary criticism. Ivan 

more surprising, at the end of this article Frye appears 

almost to recant his dogma of & "self-contained literary 

universe," 
For just as critical naturalism studies the counter-
point of literature and life, words and things, so 
nyth criticism pulls us away fr ~-ci "life" toward a 
self-contained and autonomous literary universe* But 
myth, as ve said at the beginning, means many things 
besiaes literary structure, and the world fif words is 
not so self-contained and autonomous after all**? 

However, there is no real reversal; what Frye has championed 

is autonomy for the literary critic and for the archetypal 

study of literature. Literature itself he does not really 

^%orthrop Fry©, "Myth, Fiction, and Displacement." 
QL Identity (Hew York, 1963), p. 30. 

p. 38. 
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consider self-contained $ only its internal organization is. 

Farther| the subtle reference to multiple meanings of "Myth" 

may be an echo of the hint which is part of his conclusions 

of both Fearful Symmetry and anatomy $f Criticises that 

there may indeed be psychological explanations for the 

presence of archetypes in literature. 

The explicit uses of archetype in Fables of Identity 

are largely derivative and are mostly rephrasings* In 

"Literature as Contexts Hilton's Lyeidas" appears the only 

specific definition of I,he term# 

3y &n archetype I mean a literary symbol, or cluster 
of symbols, which are used recurrently throughout 
literature, and thereby become conventional*1 

That the definition is so clearly a repetition from 

Anatomy is hot surprising, for Kilton's Lyclrias is one of 

Frye's most-used examples in arguing for the importance 

of studying literature in terms of its conventions# An-

other feiuiliar use of the term "archetype" appears in the 

essay "How true a Twain," Frye*s intensive analysis of 

Shakespeare's sonnets as a product of convention and not 

as a biographical riddle# 

By suppressing realistic charact e r i za t ion, conven-
tion develops another kind, an archetypal character 
who is not individualised, ouc becomes a focus of 
our whole litercry experience,1? 

t̂ Uorfchrop Frye, "Literature as Context! Milton*® 
Lycldas," fables of Identity (Hew York, 1963), p, 120, 

19lIorthrop Frye, "How True a Twain," Eafola.s &£. 
(New York, 1963), p. 96, 



This figure Incomes the "irsftge ns archetype. 9
n the fona that 

recurs in a sl-en content with whatever emotional or sym-

bolic values the writer iaa,f. wish to attach to him but with 

at least a "basic accepted mlftboun significance "by contention. 

A siiillar us© appears in TVye»s essay on The Faixle. OueeneT 

in which he calls thv: pre3once of an old man and his young 

daughter an archetyne^® and points out at least three re-

currences of the same pairing in one book of Spenser's 

romance epia. 

Sven if Fables of Identity does little to expand or 

develop Frye's theories of archetypal criticism, its essays 

do much to clarify or at leant indiej-te the extent of Pryefs 

use of Jung and his psychological studies. The first articlef 

"Archetypes of Lit-;r?ture ,n is the only one to mention Jung 

by nasej but as the first evidence of Frye's thinking about 

archetypes, the disproportion seems significant. The first 

citation comes as Frye delineates the basic human heroic 

cuest Anyth and its universality. 

In the solar cycle of the day, the seasonal cycle 
of the year, and the organic cycle of human life, there 
is a single pattern of significance, out of which myth 
constructs a' central narrative around a figure who is 
partly the sun, partly vegetative fertility and partly 
a god or archetypal human being* The crucial import-
ance of this myth has been forced on literary critics 
by Jung and Frazer in particular. « • .2^ 

20rTorthro?} Frye, "The Structure of Imagery in Tfte[ 
Fairie Queeneff

ft Fables QL Identity (Mew York, 1963), p. 81 

^Korthroo Frye, "The Archetypes of Literature," 
Fables s£ lAmfeyg <»«w *°rk, 1963), pp. 15-16. 
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"his Vale nyth appears to he alt' t«p Sely the centrnl syth 

of six narrative literature that Fry« perceives in Anatoray 

of Criticism after arra.n2i.Mg the avthoi of tragedy, irony f 

coiaedy, and roaanee scheroetically* Although ?rye does not 

mention Jung at that point, the connection that could only 

be guessed at then "by the reader can be confirmed to some 

extent becausc of this article* ^rye also here comments 

on the literary importance of .Tung's libido symbols* 

, * * the fascination which The Golden Bough and 
Jung's book on libido symbols have for literary 
critics is not br-sed on dilettantism, but on the 
fact that these books are primarily studies in 
literary criticisa, and vory important ones.2'-

Frye probably is referring to Jung's Wandlungen and 

3mbol..e. de.,r Libidof vhich is referred to in the notes at the 

end oT Anatomy of. Critic ism* If lie maxm the symbols of 

the libido itself, he is concerned1 ;arith the hero figures 

of the quest myth; however, as appears more likely because 

he uses aniaa, "terrible mother," shadow, and other Jungian 

symbols &s terms of character identification, he probably 

means all the archetypal symbols involved in what Jung calls 

the process of individuation* However, the difference in 

attitudes among users of these symbols Frye carefully ox-

plains here, though he does not snecify them in Mistorag of 

22Ibid., p* 1?* 
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In any case the critic who is studying the 
••'•rilnciplof:'. or "Liter--ry fcsvji hr,s i cniitf dif^orerit 
interest from the psychologist *si concern with states 
•jf . vt»ld or tho & TtfTr*:;̂ olO0iSt>3 with 30C_l.ll insti-
tutions .23 

Such a remark does prepare the reader Somewhat for the (lif-

erent use or approach that Fry© has for the Jungian symbols 

subsequently in Anatomy and, rather completes the scheme t In 

this article Frye mentions the differences but does not 

specify then| and in Anatozay &£ he presupposes 

the differences without stopping to mention that they do 

exist. At least one other example clearly shows Fry©'s 

use of Jung. In the article "Blake after Two Centuries" 

Frye lists several art forms as being in the feieroglyphic 

tradition of painting, the one adopted by Blake; amoi^ these 

examples are "» . . Eastern •lsandalas' that communicate the 

pL 

sense of pwerful spiritual discipline in repose, » « • 

The resemblance to Jung*s study of the luandala as indicative 

of inner unity and strength is unmistakable• As a whole, 

Northrop Frye *s Fables of Identity indicates little about 

any further development of his theories of archetypal 

criticism; but the book does help verify the importance of 

Jung in Prye*s initial thinking on the subject* 

The next book of Frye's to be published, The educated 

Imaginationt is very close to being for 196*+ what The. 

.̂ ortiiroo Frye, "Blake after Two Centuries." Fables 
• (Itew 'fork, 1963), P. 1^5. 
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;-/o 13-Tempered OrlUe I ; fx? 1^53 *3 for as archetypal crl~ 

ticisii ts co:iĉ rned % a polite reh&ahi.-.ig ;?f tiio *->asIc tenets 

v/ithout the of Anabomy of •Hritieis.̂ i and with 

lauch slapler, a:o?e spa'l»aal sxpla- tati'.ms, "hat tlie volume is 

a published version of ••'hat -ras ori^loallf a series of radio 

talks for the Canadian "Iro-̂ lc-istiiî  Corporation helps to 

explain its Labored simplicity and .Its abuncb-nce of u.a-

s aphisticatod ej:a;ii,ples# The purpose of the volumo is apparent-

ly to answer tho question "What good is literature?" j and Frye 

bo,308 his answer "To educate the Imagination" on his caneept 

of literature as reiterated mythology, an expression of man1* 

iiosfc basic "fays of seeing hiiaself and his "forld. All of 

?rye*s standard theories are present, treated in a v*ry 

sIitipl''; way* 

I've tried to explain how myths stick together to 
form a mythology, and how the containing framework 
of the mythology takes the shape of a feeling of oef 
lost identity which fee had once and may have again.^ 

The "feeling of lost identity" arises from man's conscious-* 

ness of the difference between what life is and what he 

would like life to he—in its extreme form the difference 

between hell and heaven. The discussion then leads into 

Frye's idea that the Bible is the best overall containing 

for© for mythology, as Blake said. Frye stresses the prim-

itive use of metaphor and the arising of conventions that 

2%orthrop Frye, :£&§. (Bloomington, 
Indiana, 19<&), p. 110. 
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"impose certain patterns of order and stability on the 

w r i t e r M e does not, hov/evert introduce any variations 

upon archetypal criticism. Neither does he mention Jung or 

any of his symbols; tout Frye does comment at some length on 

a concept that parallels ̂ ung^ collective unconscious. 

After describing tiie personal subconscious which every person 

enters when he dreams using his private Imagination, Frye 

continues: 

Undorneath literature there fs another kind of sub-
conscious, which is soeinl md not orivatc, a need 
for forming a coraitadty around certain symbols, like 
the Queen and the or z?otm& certain gods that 
represent order and stability, or becoming and change, 
at» depth end. rebirth to r ner-r 1 ifo# This is the 
myth-making power of the hUman aincl, which throws up 
end dissolves one civilization. nft^r another,^/ 

'̂ he parallels bettfe-m this social s ubconsc ious in literature 

srd June's collective unconscious in nnycholo^y .ire extensivet 

even though Frye is careful to avoid the psychologist's term* 

inolon;̂ . Just as Jang suggests thst norths arc the result 

of thr projection of psychic processes onto ©sternsIs and 

that projected archetypes have a nun- nous fascination for 

all men, so Frye attests that the social, nyth-making sub-

conscious bemp.th literature produces the major syr:;bols for 

human society* This concent introduced by Frye in his The 

Educated Xrj.aginat.lon seens to conflict with his disavowal 

of Jmif:1 s collective unconscious in Anatomy of Criticism. 

However, bb long as he avoids trying to explain the source 

'~6Inia*, p» 93• ? P« 103* 



o:r oyr-v '"nrir p:.\1nc inlf.-r. of h i r eutcn/ ise lous ,* Frye 

0 f * e c t l v e l y i:v.< '.r";*.v:f the w de te rs 'n : ' s r . " of nryehol*-

ory , ncRSf.iry t h r t v.f totf-;. "he volm/- o therwise .is noth ing 

r-c*r5 ;.nf the- • \tho hv. vcw* Prye»a other boo! s , t k i r 

fin Co mostly r e p e t i t i o n 5.n d i f f e r e n t imrds# 

1̂ ;-/<--• I r a - bonh-lf-i-gif "orl ; po f? r , A K a t r x c l Perspec*-

-"n " r 6 ^ , i s an s tudy of f h ^ ' e r p e a r e 1 ? 

coi tcd•"/••?- pTif TOY,J>JIccs I*-: ters;.H of t h e i r con ten t ions and genre 

eha rec t n-5 a t i e s s • tl;<dz- uuetyp? 1 elements# As i n ills 

o the r r;t~Aitf.toi.;y Mol ts , Frye ignores the n~ord !h'irchr-typetf 

pud spofjrs i n s t ead of i n h e r i t e d conventi-niir-l s t rnc t r r e r s &nd 

f i g n r G s , " h i s boc.k} t o o , boring v5th v. revorSiny of the 

a r c h e t y p a l approach, c pr-riny i t t o s tandard comrsentary, 

i r i tch c.-/.y-.fiaizes the uniqr.eness «jid peeuli&r exce l l ences of 

each Chrdcesneprenn p lay f.nd xrh.1 ch c o n s t i t u t e s n e c e s s a r i l y 

the *!"v''1.31 of Shahespeere c r i t i c i s m * RThe p resen t hook r e t r e a t s 

from co-xicntary I n t o ndd.1te d ' s t m c e , cons ider ing the 

coaedirr. as a s i n g l o group u n i f i e d by r e c u r r i n g images and 

n t r u e t a r e 1 devices .* 2 ® Srye i s not r e s t i t u t i n g h i s 

approach f o r o t h e r s but i s supplementing e x i s t i n g c r i t i c i s m , 

E s p e c i a l l y i n t h i ? booh the author concen t r a t e s on convent ion 

and Shakespeare**: use of popular ? p r i r d t i v e s t o r i e s not t o 

be .judged in terms of t h e i r c r e d i b i l i t y . 

2 % o r t h r o p Frye , A Natura l Pe r spec t ive (Mew York, 1965) . 
p . t r i l l , ' " 
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""•fw r^af. criVivV, 1 r • * ; ! >n ' ir/olv^d here " 3 : 
Does a n y t h i n g t h a t exhibits t h e structure of a comedy 
' >v,w t 3 a c •?! e l y , ro j&r l l as . . of I t s con-
tent or of our attitude to that content? The answer 
I s cVtjrl/ y-s„ 3 evi^dy Is -.at 3 play t h a t 
h a p p i l y : It is a play i n which s certain structure 
Is p r e sen t a.-ixl •:-> f:§ throng!.' to i t s crwn ."logical ond, 
whether we or the cast or t h e author feel happy 
, ^ »«. , •< X* * 4* • ? - >t A •[« 5̂ .. >0 U {/ V .t ' * ' ' 

The appi»'>ach iL; 7.cs-: t.V* >r-:t.V».-l, aora" prc.cti;.'?,l than it 

I;: -cuat̂ MV of C r i t i c i s e aiif. i s present©*! ~.ritho;it 

,?D31: rf the Greek texnaLrwlo^y anf. tsfcriictiiral d i v i s i o n s 

ch'^r." ; j l i e or the t-jarlier volume* As u s u a l , In speak-

ing of roisvnce ?rye rrsnti j::s p r t a i t i ^ .ayths; and ^hon he 

j e t s co the *str;;ct-trt> of e r:iecly, he beg ins \titk P lan tas and 

Terence• Also ev iden t i s h i s t o t a l n e g l e c t of .Jane's naae 

and terminology, Hov/evsr, ?rye doos nont ion Frond t h r e e 

I; I m s s once f o r the idea t h a t the i n d i v i d u a l dr^aici has a 

l i n k "f i th the iinknowx t h a t makes i t incouaunicable once 

f a r the theory t h a t v i t i s un inh ib i t ed speech $3"* and once 

f o r the e r o t i c p l e a s a r e p r i n c i p l e t h a t ?rye b e l i e v e s undor* 

l i e s a l l c;?iiiecly»3- A Ilatiiral rcprspective is a more detailed 

a p p l i c a t i o n of the principles of coiaic s t r u c t sire p re sen ted 

i n Anatogy of Cri t icism and fairly w a l l r e p r e s e n t s a l l of 

Northrop Frye's isajor t?ork since t h a t volume. 

Like A Natural Perspective T Fry*s books a. ft or Anatomy 

appear to be largely repetitions in simpler language of vortous 

Ay j-bjc\.? p , },r6. 301h ig . ? p . 108# 

3 1 M m p. 107. 3 2 i b i i . , p . 75. 
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unsupplemented sections of theory from that work* The word. 

" archetype f
M as well as Jung and M s threat of "determinism," 

disappear# Fry©*S BOST"Anatomy books haw new words and new 

applications, but few new ideas, ©specially in the area of 

archetypal criticism* 



CHARTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

There are two conclusions to be drawn from this exam* 

inatlon of Northrop Prye's critical theories in relation to 

Junglan psychology. First, the best and fullest representa-

t l v e o f ^y 0* 8 thought is his Anriawg s& Criticism, which 

unifies and orders the chaotic use of archetypal criticism 

in M M Symmetry and which Frye's succeeding books mostly 

rapeat, rephrase, and reapply In a rather subdued fashion. 

Second, the role which Jong's psychology plays in Prye1 a 

published works is considerably less than is commonly sup-

posed. As has been noted, C. G. Jung is not cited in Fearful 

figffifflfrlfcry. a n d i s avoided again in Prye's post-Anatomy work. 

During his period of theory formation, including the article 

"Archetypes of Literature" (1951) and culminating in Anatomy 

S£ SZtilSifiSi evinces some interest in Jung's hypotheses 

and employs such Junglan terms as fifimS&i terrible 

12$te£i and MM§. iffi# In Anatomy he even adopts temporar-

lly the Jungian definition of archetype to help describe the 

"archetypal masque" in his own schemata; but such uses are 

incidental, as their disappearance from Prye's later work seen® 

to prove, In the principal definition which he evolves for 

archetypeT that of a "communicable, recurrent, conventional 

101 
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element in literature," Frye does not employ Jung and really 

cannot be called Jungian even if the word "archetype" does 

imply the connection,, 

Perhaps the most intriguing part of the later develop-

ment of Frye's archetypal criticism is M s dropping of ref* 

erences to Jung and of the word "archetype" itself* As has 

been noted, the change is accompanied by a marked decrease 

in evangelical or argumentative energy on Frye*s part. It 

is possible that Frye has dropped the archetype name in order 

to avoid both the automatic association with Jung and the 

stronger critical resistance that such a linkage raises 

against his suggestions# As Walter Sutton points out in 

M O T Amstaaa fir&ttUffltf others h a v e used such tactics, 

notably Maud Bodkin,"' Or it is possible that avoiding the 

distinctive name "archetype" and rephrasing the concept in 

more general terms is a means of lessening the resistance. 

Dropping the word can also be Fry©1® attempt to alleviate 

some of the confusion caused by using the word with his 

meaning in cne context and Juries meaning in the next. 

Finally, it may be that Frye is yielding to the vague sense 

of uneasiness or discomfort caused by using parts of the 

writings of a raan whom one does not really understand. 

Fryefs misapplication of Jung in Anatomy of Criticism is 

one evidence of his unfamiliarity with Jung, but an even 

1 Walter Sutton. (Englewood 
Cliffs, I, J., 1963), p. 190, 
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clearer one i s his attempt to review Jung's t&fo ffl&saffs. £U 

Analytical Psychology and P g c M g g S M M i l l g I t i S f f l 

Reviewt 196*+. Heinous d is tor t ions l ike th i s one occur one 

a f t e r the other# 

The four "archetypes'1, or semi-autonomous p e r s o n a l i t i e s 
which the psyche has par t ly created and par t ly evoked, 
now settle into the four functions of a psychic life: 
thought, feeling, intuition, and sensation. (At least 
I think they do. but * • • Jung's argument here may 
be less symmetrical than my account of it, )2 

Perhaps Frye * s lack of familiarity with the general theories 

of Jung, plus his ever-present wish tro avoid "determinism," 

is the cause of much of h i s post-Anatomy avoidance of Jung. 

Northrop F rye stands h i g h among the leaders of literary 

criticism today* Examination of the bond that many critics 

assume to exist between Frye and Jung indicates that Frye*s 

archetypal approach to literary criticism is for the most 

part his own contribution to the field and cannot be validly 

attributed to Jung, 

2Northroc Frye, "Forming F o u r s , " Hudson Revlewt VI 
(Winter, 1 9 W , 612, 
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